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Disclaimer

Dear reader,

Please read the complete disclaimer in the 
following pages carefully before you start rea-
ding this Swiss Resource Capital Publication. By 
using this Swiss Resource Capital Publication 
you agree that you have completely understood 
the following disclaimer and you agree comple-
tely with this disclaimer. If at least one of these 
point does not agree with you than reading and 
use of this publication is not allowed.

We point out the following:

Swiss Resource Capital AG and the authors of 
the Swiss Resource Capital AG directly own 
and/or indirectly own shares of following Com-
panies which are described in this publication: 
Alpha Lithium, Canada Nickel, Cypress Develop-
ment, Hannan Metals, Ion Energy, Kutcho Cop-
per, Standard Lithium, Surge Copper.

Swiss Resource Capital AG has closed IR 
consultant contracts with the following compa-
nies which are mentioned in this publication:  
Canada Nickel, Hannan Metals, Kutcho Copper.

Swiss Resource Capital AG receives compen-
sation expenses from the following companies 
mentioned in this publication: Alpha Lithium, Ca-
nada Nickel, Cypress Development, Hannan Me-
tals, Ion Energy, Kutcho Copper, Standard Lithi-
um, Surge Copper.  

 
 Therefore, all mentioned companies are 

sponsors of this publication.

Risk Disclosure and Liability

Swiss Resource Capital AG is not a securities 
service provider according to WpHG (Germany) and 
BörseG (Austria) as well as Art. 620 to 771 obliga-
tions law (Switzerland) and is not a finance compa-
ny according to § 1 Abs. 3 Nr. 6 KWG. All publica-
tions of the Swiss Resource Capital AG are explicit-
ly (including all the publications published on the 
website http://www.resource-capital.ch and all 
sub-websites (like http://www.resource-capital.ch/
de) and the website http://www.resource-capital.ch 
itself and its sub-websites) neither financial analysis 
nor are they equal to a professional financial analy-
sis. Instead, all publications of Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG are exclusively for information purposes 
only and are expressively not trading recommenda-
tions regarding the buying or selling of securities. 
All publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG re-
present only the opinion of the respective author. 

They are neither explicitly nor implicitly to be under-
stood as guarantee of a particular price develop-
ment of the mentioned financial instruments or as a 
trading invitation. Every investment in securities 
mentioned in publications of Swiss Resource Capi-
tal AG involve risks which could lead to total a loss 
of the invested capital and – depending on the in-
vestment – to further obligations for example addi-
tional payment liabilities. In general, purchase and 
sell orders should always be limited for your own 
protection.

This applies especially to all second-line-stocks 
in the small and micro cap sector and especially to 
exploration and resource companies which are dis-
cussed in the publications of Swiss Resource Capi-
tal AG  and are exclusively suitable for speculative 
and risk aware investors. But it applies to all other 
securities as well.  Every exchange participant tra-
des at his own risk. The information in the publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG do not replace 
an on individual needs geared professional invest-
ment advice. In spite of careful research, neither the 
respective author nor Swiss Resource Capital AG 
will neither guarantee nor assume liability for actua-
lity, correctness, mistakes, accuracy, complete-
ness, adequacy or quality of the presented informa-
tion. For pecuniary losses resulting from invest-
ments in securities for which information was 
available in all publications of Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG liability will be assumed neither by Swiss 
Capital Resource AG nor by the respective author 
neither explicitly nor implicitly.

Any investment in securities involves risks. Politi-
cal, economical or other changes can lead to signi-
ficant stock price losses and in the worst case to a 
total loss of the invested capital and – depending 
on the investment – to further obligations for ex-
ample additional payment liabilities. Especially in-
vestments in (foreign) second-line-stocks, in the 
small and micro cap sector, and especially in the 
exploration and resource companies are all, in ge-
neral, associated with an outstandingly high risk. 
This market segment is characterized by a high vo-
latility and harbours danger of a total loss of the in-
vested capital and – depending on the investment 
– to further obligations for example additional pay-
ment liabilities. As well, small and micro caps are 
often very illiquid and every order should be strictly 
limited and, due to an often better pricing at the re-
spective domestic exchange, should be traded the-
re. An investment in securities with low liquidity and 
small market cap is extremely speculative as well as 
a high risk and can lead to, in the worst case, a total 
loss of the invested capital and – depending on the 
investment – to further obligations for example ad-
ditional payment liabilities. Engagements in the pu-

blications of the shares and products presented in 
all publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG have 
in part foreign exchange risks. The deposit portion 
of single shares of small and micro cap companies 
and low capitalized securities like derivatives and 
leveraged products should only be as high that, in 
case of a possible total loss, the deposit will only 
marginally lose in value.

All publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG 
are exclusively for information purposes only. All 
information and data in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG are obtained from sources which 
are deemed reliable and trustworthy by Swiss Re-
source Capital AG and the respective authors at the 
time of preparation. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
and all Swiss Resource Capital AG employed or en-
gaged persons have worked for the preparation of 
all of the published contents with the greatest pos-
sible diligence to guarantee that the used and un-
derlying data as well as facts are complete and ac-
curate and the used estimates and made forecasts 
are realistic. Therefore, liability is categorically 
precluded for pecuniary losses which could poten-
tially result from use of the information for one’s 
own investment decision.

All information published in publications of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG reflects the opinion of the res-
pective author or third parties at the time of repara-
tion of the publication. Neither Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG nor the respective authors can be held res-
ponsible for any resulting pecuniary losses. All 
information is subject to change. Swiss Resource 
Capital AG as well as the respective authors assu-
res that only sources which are deemed reliable and 
trustworthy by Swiss Resource Capital AG and the 
respective authors at the time of preparation are 
used. Although the assessments and statements in 
all publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG were 
prepared with due diligence, neither Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG nor the respective authors take any 
responsibility or liability for the actuality, correct-
ness, mistakes, accuracy, completeness, adequacy 
or quality of the presented facts or for omissions or 
incorrect information. The same shall apply for all 
presentations, numbers, designs and assessments 
expressed in interviews and videos.

Swiss Resource Capital AG and the respective 
authors are not obliged to update information in pu-
blications. Swiss Resource Capital AG and the res-
pective authors explicitly point out that changes in 
the used and underlying data, facts, as well as in 
the estimates could have an impact on the forecas-
ted share price development or the overall estimate 
of the discussed security. The statements and opi-
nions of Swiss Capital Resource AG as well as the 

respective author are not recommendations to buy 
or sell a security.

Neither by subscription nor by use of any publi-
cation of Swiss Resource Capital AG or by expres-
sed recommendations or reproduced opinions in 
such a publication will result in an investment ad-
vice contract or investment brokerage contract bet-
ween Swiss Resource Capital AG or the respective 
author and the subscriber of this publication. 

Investments in securities with low liquidity and 
small market cap are extremely speculative as well 
as a high risk. Due to the speculative nature of the 
presented companies their securities or other finan-
cial products it is quite possible that investments 
can lead to a capital reduction or to a total loss and 
– depending on the investment – to further obliga-
tions for example additional payment liabilities. Any 
investment in warrants, leveraged certificates or 
other financial products bears an extremely high 
risk. Due to political, economical or other changes 
significant stock price losses can arise and in the 
worst case a total loss of the invested capital and 
– depending on the investment – to further obliga-
tions for example additional payment liabilities. Any 
liability claim for foreign share recommendations, 
derivatives and fund recommendations are in prin-
ciple ruled out by Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
the respective authors. Between the readers as well 
as the subscribers and the authors as well as Swiss 
Resource Capital AG no consultancy agreement is 
closed by subscription of a publication of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG because all information cont-
ained in such a publication refer to the respective 
company but not to the investment decision. Publi-
cations of Swiss Resource Capital AG are neither, 
direct or indirect an offer to buy or for the sale of the 
discussed security (securities), nor an invitation for 
the purchase or sale of securities in general. An in-
vestment decision regarding any security should 
not be based on any publication of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG.

Publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG must 
not, either in whole or in part be used as a base for 
a binding contract of all kinds or used as reliable in 
such a context. Swiss Resource Capital AG is not 
responsible for consequences especially losses, 
which arise or could arise by the use or the failure of 
the application of the views and conclusions in the 
publications. Swiss Resource Capital AG and the 
respective authors do not guarantee that the ex-
pected profits or mentioned share prices will be 
achieved.

The reader is strongly encouraged to examine all 
assertions him/herself. An investment, presented 

by Swiss Resource Capital AG and the respective 
authors in partly very speculative shares and finan-
cial products should not be made without reading 
the most current balance sheets as well as assets 
and liabilities reports of the companies at the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under www.
sec.gov or other regulatory authorities or carrying 
out other company evaluations. Neither Swiss Re-
source Capital AG nor the respective authors will 
guarantee that the expected profits or mentioned 
share prices will be achieved. Neither Swiss Re-
source Capital AG nor the respective authors are 
professional investment or financial advisors. The 
reader should take advice (e. g. from the principle 
bank or a trusted advisor) before any investment 
decision. To reduce risk investors should largely di-
versify their investments.

In addition, Swiss Resource Capital AG welco-
mes and supports the journalistic principles of con-
duct and recommendations of the German press 
council for the economic and financial market repor-
ting and within the scope of its responsibility will 
look out that these principles and recommendations 
are respected by employees, authors and editors.

Forward-looking Information

Information and statements in all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG especially in (transla-
ted) press releases that are not historical facts are 
forward-looking information within the meaning of 
applicable securities laws. They contain risks and 
uncertainties but not limited to current expectations 
of the company concerned, the stock concerned or 
the respective security as well as intentions, plans 
and opinions. Forward-looking information can of-
ten contain words like “expect”, “believe”, “assu-
me”, “goal”, “plan”, “objective”, “intent”, “estima-
te”, “can”, “should”, “may” and “will” or the negati-
ve forms of these expressions or similar words 
suggesting future events or expectations, ideas, 
plans, objectives, intentions or statements of future 
events or performances. Examples for forward-loo-
king information in all publications of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG include: production guidelines, esti-
mates of future/targeted production rates as well as 
plans and timing regarding further exploration, drill 
and development activities. This forward-looking 
information is based in part on assumption and fac-
tors that can change or turn out to be incorrect and 
therefore may cause actual results, performances 
or successes to differ materially from those stated 
or postulated in such forward-looking statements. 
Such factors and assumption include but are not 
limited to: failure of preparation of resource and re-
serve estimates, grade, ore recovery that differs 

from the estimates, the success of future explorati-
on and drill programs, the reliability of the drill, 
sample and analytical data, the assumptions regar-
ding the accuracy of the representativeness of the 
mineralization, the success of the planned metallur-
gical test work, the significant deviation of capital 
and operating costs from the estimates, failure to 
receive necessary government approval and en-
vironmental permits or other project permits, chan-
ges of foreign exchange rates, fluctuations of com-
modity prices, delays by project developments and 
other factors.

Potential shareholders and prospective investors 
should be aware that these statements are subject 
to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other factors that could cause actual events to dif-
fer materially from those indicated in the for-
ward-looking statements. Such factors include but 
are not limited to the following: risks regarding the 
inaccuracy of the mineral reserve and mineral re-
source estimates, fluctuations of the gold price, 
risks and dangers in connection with mineral explo-
ration, development and mining, risks regarding the 
creditworthiness or the financial situation of the 
supplier, the refineries and other parties that are 
doing business with the company; the insufficient 
insurance coverage or the failure to receive insuran-
ce coverage to cover these risks and dangers, the 
relationship with employees; relationships with and 
the demands from the local communities and the 
indigenous population; political risks; the availabili-
ty and rising costs in connection with the mining 
contributions and workforce; the speculative nature 
of mineral exploration and development including 
risks of receiving and maintaining the necessary 
licences and permits, the decreasing quantities and 
grades of mineral reserves during mining; the global 
financial situation, current results of the current ex-
ploration activities, changes in the final results of 
the economic assessments and changes of the pro-
ject parameter to include unexpected economic 
factors and other factors, risks of increased capital 
and operating costs, environmental, security and 
authority risks, expropriation, the tenure of the 
company to properties including their ownership, 
increase in competition in the mining industry for 
properties, equipment, qualified personal and its 
costs, risks regarding the uncertainty of the timing 
of events including the increase of the targeted pro-
duction rates and fluctuations in foreign exchange 
rates. The shareholders are cautioned not to place 
undue reliance on forward-looking information. By 
its nature, forward-looking information involves nu-
merous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertain-
ties both general and specific that contribute to the 
possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projec-
tions and various future events will not occur. Neit-
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her Swiss Resource Capital AG nor the referred to 
company, referred to stock or referred to security 
undertake no obligation to update publicly other-
wise revise any forward-looking information 
whether as a result of new information, future 
events or other such factors which affect this infor-
mation, except as required by law.

48f Abs. 5 BörseG (Austria) and Art. 620 to 771 
obligations law (Switzerland)

Swiss Resource Capital AG as well as the res-
pective authors of all publications of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG could have been hired and compen-
sated by the respective company or related third 
party for the preparation, the electronic distribution 
and publication of the respective publication and 
for other services. Therefore the possibility exists 
for a conflict of interests.

At any time Swiss Resource Capital AG as well 
as the respective authors of all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG could hold long and 
short positions in the described securities and op-
tions, futures and other derivatives based on theses 
securities. Furthermore Swiss Resource Capital AG 
as well as the respective authors of all publications 
of Swiss Resource Capital AG reserve the right to 
buy or sell at any time presented securities and op-
tions, futures and other derivatives based on theses 
securities. Therefore the possibility exists for a con-
flict of interests.

Single statements to financial instruments made 
by publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
the respective authors within the scope of the res-
pective offered charts are not trading recommenda-
tions and are not equivalent to a financial analysis.

A disclosure of the security holdings of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG as well as the respective au-
thors and/or compensations of Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG as well as the respective authors by the 
company or third parties related to the respective 
publication will be properly declared in the publica-
tion or in the appendix.

The share prices of the discussed financial inst-
ruments in the respective publications are, if not 
clarified, the closing prices of the preceding trading 
day or more recent prices before the respective pu-
blication.

It cannot be ruled out that the interviews and 
estimates published in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG were commissioned and paid for 
by the respective company or related third parties. 

Swiss Resource Capital AG as well as the respecti-
ve authors are receiving from the discussed compa-
nies and related third parties directly or indirectly 
expense allowances for the preparation and the 
electronic distribution of the publication as well as 
for other services.

Exploitation and distribution rights 

Publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG may 
neither directly or indirectly be transmitted to Great 
Britain, Japan, USA or Canada or to an US citizen 
or a person with place of residence in the USA, Ja-
pan, Canada or Great Britain nor brought or distri-
buted in their territory. The publications and their 
contained information can only be distributed or 
published in such states where it is legal by applica-
ble law. US citizens are subject to regulation S of 
the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 and cannot have 
access. In Great Britain the publications can only be 
accessible to a person who in terms of the Financial 
Services Act 1986 is authorized or exempt. If these 
restrictions are not respected this can be perceived 
as a violation against the respective state laws of 
the mentioned countries and possibly of non menti-
oned countries. Possible resulting legal and liability 
claims shall be incumbent upon that person, but not 
Swiss Resource Capital, who has published the pu-
blications of Swiss Resource Capital AG in the 
mentioned countries and regions or has made avai-
lable the publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG 
to persons from these countries and regions.

The use of any publication of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG is intended for private use only. Swiss 
Resource Capital AG shall be notified in advance or 
asked for permission if the publications will be used 
professionally which will be charged.

All information from third parties especially the esti-
mates provided by external user does not reflect the 
opinion of Swiss Resource Capital AG. Consequently, 
Swiss Resource Capital AG does not guarantee the 
actuality, correctness, mistakes, accuracy, complete-
ness, adequacy or quality of the information.

Note to symmetrical information and opinion 
generation

Swiss Resource Capital AG can not rule out that 
other market letters, media or research companies 
are discussing concurrently the shares, companies 
and financial products which are presented in all 
publications of Swiss Resource Capital AG. This 
can lead to symmetrical information and opinion 
generation during that time period.

No guarantee for share price forecasts

In all critical diligence regarding the compilation 
and review of the sources used by Swiss Resource 
Capital AG like SEC Filings, official company news 
or interview statements of the respective manage-
ment neither Swiss Resource Capital AG nor the 
respective authors can guarantee the correctness, 
accuracy and completeness of the facts presented 
in the sources. Neither Swiss Resource Capital AG 
nor the respective authors will guarantee or be liab-
le for that all assumed share price and profit de-
velopments of the respective companies and finan-
cial products respectively in all publications of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG will be achieved.

No guarantee for share price data

No guarantee is given for the accuracy of charts 
and data to the commodity, currency and stock 
markets presented in all publications of Swiss Re-
source Capital AG.

Copyright

The copyrights of the single articles are with the 
respective author. Reprint and/or commercial dis-
semination and the entry in commercial databases 
is only permitted with the explicit approval of the 
respective author or Swiss Resource Capital AG.

All contents published by Swiss Resource Capi-
tal AG or under http://www.resource-capital.ch –  
website and relevant sub-websites or within www.
resource-capital.ch – newsletters and by Swiss Re-
source Capital AG in other media (e.g. Twitter, Face-
book, RSS-Feed) are subject to German, Austrian 
and Swiss copyright and ancillary copyright. Any 
use which is not approved by German, Austrian and 
Swiss copyright and ancillary copyright needs first 
the written consent of the provider or the respective 
rights owner. This applies especially for reproducti-
on, processing, translation, saving, processing and 
reproduction of contents in databases or other 
electronic media or systems. Contents and rights of 
third parties are marked as such. The unauthorised 
reproduction or dissemination of single contents 
and complete pages is not permitted and punisha-
ble. Only copies and downloads for personal, priva-
te and non commercial use is permitted.

Links to the website of the provider are always 
welcome and don’t need the approval from the 
website provider. The presentation of this website in 
external frames is permitted with authorization only. 
In case of an infringement regarding copyrights 
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Swiss Resource Capital AG will initiate criminal pro-
cedure.

Information from the Federal Financial Super-
visory Authority (BaFin)

You can find further information on how to pro-
tect yourself against dubious offers in BaFin bro-
chures directly on the website of the authority at 
www.bafin.de.

Liability limitation for links

The www.resource-capital.ch – website and all 
sub-websites and the www.resource-capital.ch – 
newsletter and all publications of Swiss Resource 
Capital AG contain links to websites of third par-
ties (“external links”). These websites are subject 
to liability of the respective operator. Swiss Re-
source Capital AG has reviewed the foreign cont-
ents at the initial linking with the external links if 
any statutory violations were present. At that time 
no statutory violations were evident. Swiss Re-
source capital AG has no influence on the current 
and future design and the contents of the linked 
websites. The placement of external links does not 
mean that Swiss Resource Capital AG takes ow-
nership of the contents behind the reference or the 
link. A constant control of these links is not reaso-
nable for Swiss Resource Capital AG without con-
crete indication of statutory violations. In case of 
known statutory violations such links will be imme-
diately deleted from the websites of Swiss Resour-
ce Capital AG. If you encounter a website of which 
the content violates applicable law (in any manner) 
or the content (topics) insults or discriminates indi-
viduals or groups of individuals, please contact us 
immediately.

In its judgement of May 12th, 1998 the Landge-
richt (district court) Hamburg has ruled that by pla-
cing a link one is responsible for the contents of the 
linked websites. This can only be prevented by ex-
plicit dissociation of this content. For all links on 
the homepage http://www.resource-capital.ch and 
its sub-websites and in all publications of Swiss 
Resource Capital AG applies: Swiss Resource Ca-
pital AG is dissociating itself explicitly from all con-
tents of all linked websites on http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – website and its sub-websites and in 
the http://www.resource-capital.ch – newsletter as 
well as all publications of Swiss Resource Capital 
AG and will not take ownership of these contents.”

Liability limitation for contents of this website

The contents of the website http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch and its sub-websites are compiled 
with utmost diligence. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
however does not guarantee the accuracy, comple-
teness and actuality of the provided contents. The 
use of the contents of website http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch and its sub-websites is at the user’s 
risk. Specially marked articles reflect the opinion of 
the respective author but not always the opinion of 
Swiss Resource Capital AG.

Liability limitation for availability of website

Swiss Resource Capital AG will endeavour to of-
fer the service as uninterrupted as possible. Even 
with due care downtimes can not be excluded. 
Swiss Resource Capital AG reserves the right to ch-
ange or discontinue its service any time.

Liability limitation for advertisements

The respective author and the advertiser are 
exclusively responsible for the content of advertise-
ments in http://www.resource-capital.ch – website 
and its sub-websites or in the http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – newsletter as well as in all publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG and also for the 
content of the advertised website and the adverti-
sed products and services. The presentation of the 
advertisement does not constitute the acceptance 
by Swiss Resource Capital AG.

No contractual relationship

Use of the website http://www.resource-capital.
ch and its sub-websites and http://www.resour-
ce-capital.ch – newsletter as well as in all publica-
tions of Swiss Resource Capital AG no contractual 
relationship is entered between the user and Swiss 
Resource Capital AG. In this respect there are no 
contractual or quasi-contractual claims against 
Swiss Resource Capital AG.

Protection of personal data

The personalized data (e.g. mail address of con-
tact) will only be used by Swiss Resource Capital 
AG or from the respective company for news and 
information transmission in general or used for the 
respective company.

Data protection

If within the internet there exists the possibility 
for entry of personal or business data (email ad-
dresses, names, addresses), this data will be di-
sclosed only if the user explicitly volunteers. The 
use and payment for all offered services is permit-
ted – if technical possible and reasonable – without 
disclosure of these data or by entry of anonymized 
data or pseudonyms. Swiss Resource Capital AG 
points out that the data transmission in the internet 
(e.g. communication by email) can have security 
breaches. A complete data protection from unau-
thorized third party access is not possible. Accor-
dingly no liability is assumed for the unintentional 
transmission of data. The use of contact data like 
postal addresses, telephone and fax numbers as 
well as email addresses published in the imprint or 
similar information by third parties for transmission 
of not explicitly requested information is not permit-
ted. Legal action against the senders of spam mails 
are expressly reserved by infringement of this prohi-
bition.

By registering in http://www.resource-capital.ch 
– website and its sub-websites or in the http://www.
resource-capital.ch – newsletter you give us per-
mission to contact you by email. Swiss Resource 
Capital AG receives and stores automatically via 
server logs information from your browser including 
cookie information, IP address and the accessed 
websites. Reading and accepting our terms of use 
and privacy statement are a prerequisite for permis-
sion to read, use and interact with our website(s).
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You do not have to be a stock market professional 
to make wise investment decisions.  
Invest together with Swiss Resource Capital AG and 
Asset Management Switzerland AG in the mega-
trend commodities. Since 05.03.2020 the experts‘ 
specialist knowledge has been available as a  
Wikifolio certificate:

SRC Mining & Special Situations Zertifikat
ISIN: DE000LS9PQA9
WKN: LS9PQA 
Currency: CHF/ Euro*
Certificate fee: 0.95 % p.a. 
Performance fee: 15 % p.a.
*Trading in Euro is possible at the Euwax in Stuttgart.

Invest with the commodity professionals

Currently the following titles are represented in the SRC Mining & Special Situations Certificate (5/2021): ENDEAVOUR SILVER CORP. |  

MAPLE GOLD MINES LTD | FREE MCMORAN COP | COPPER MOUNTAIN MINING CORP. | MAG SILVER CORP. | SKEENA RES LTD NEW | URANIUM 

ENERGY CORP. | FRANCO NEVADA | SIBANYE STILLWATER LTD. | RIO TINTO | R.DUTCH SHELL B | AGNICO EAGLE | BHP BILLITON | ISOENER-

GY LTD. O.N. | FIORE GOLD LTD | ANGLO AMERICAN | VIZSLA SILVER CORP. | OSISKO GOLD ROYALT. | KARORA RES INC. | OCEANAGOLD CORP.  

| TOTAL FINA ELF SA B EO 10 | MILLENN.LITHIUM CORP. | KUYA SILVER CORP. | CHEVRON | TRILLIUM GOLD MINES INC. | CALEDONIA MINING 

O.N. | ENWAVE | GOLDMINING INC. | CANADA NICKEL CO. INC. | FURY GOLD MINES LTD. | NEWMONT CORP. DL 1,60 | AURANIA RES CAD R.S. | 

KORE MINING LTD. | BLUESTONE RESOURCES | VICTORIA GOLD CORP.  | GOLD TERRA RESOURCES | 

HANNAN METALS LTD | BARRICK GOLD CORP. | ADVENTUS MNG CORP. | MAWSON GOLD LTD | 

OSISKO METALS INC. O.N.
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Dear Readers,

We hereby present the twelfth edition of our 
Battery Metal Report.

Our special report series started in autumn 
2016 with lithium, as we see this metal, as 
well as cobalt, nickel and copper, as one of 
the great energy metals of the future and as a 
great opportunity with a lot of potential. 
E-mobility is on the rise and the prices for lit-
hium, copper and nickel are skyrocketing. Lit-
hium in particular is showing signs of a huge 
supply shortfall, as was recently outlined by 
Rio Tinto in an impressive presentation. The 
company estimates that current supply and 
promised production expansions can meet 
only 15% of demand growth through 2050. 
85% will have to be met from other sources, 
i.e. new mines. It also fits into the picture that 
two of our former report companies (Millenn-
ial Lithium and NeoLithium) have received ta-
keover offers from leading (Chinese) battery 
manufacturers this year.

What began with the founding of Tesla Mo-
tors is now unstoppable. The electric car is 
established and has won a place among 
consumers, also because politicians have re-
cognized that a world that is as CO

2-free as 
possible will only be possible with electric 
mobility and are promoting this accordingly 
by means of start-up financing. 

Lithium, nickel and cobalt are the main com-
ponents of all batteries and accumulators 
available in large series and thus the main link 
of the electric vehicle dream. Interesting are 
the movements in Germany, where not only 
Tesla builds a factory (Gigafactory), but me-
anwhile several well-known battery manufac-
turers have pitched their tents. 

All these factories will be enormous drivers of 
demand for lithium, cobalt and nickel, but 
also for copper. Millions of tons of copper will 
be needed in the future not only for cars, but 
especially for the charging infrastructure. 
2020 was clearly the start of a decade for 
commodities, as they are – and will remain – 
the basis of everything we do economically. 
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that within a lithium-ion battery, the voltage is 
achieved by exchanging lithium ions. Due to 
their high energy density, lithium-ion batteries 
provide constant power over the entire 
discharge period and do not exhibit any 
so-called memory effect, i.e. a successive 
loss of capacity after many years of use or 
frequent partial discharge. The name „lithi-
um-ion battery“ is only the generic term for a 
whole range of possible chemical structures, 
such as the lithium-cobalt (dioxide) battery, 
the lithium-manganese (dioxide) battery, the 
lithium-iron phosphate battery and – less 
commonly – the lithium-titanate battery and 
the tin-sulphur lithium-ion battery. The most 
common is currently the lithium-nickel-man-
ganese-cobalt (abbreviated NMC) battery.

... but the development continues 
steadily – away from cobalt, 
towards nickel!

Although the basic principle of the lithium-ion 
battery has not changed much over time, de-
velopment continues. The main focus is on 
efficiency and charging capacity (electric ve-
hicles are often referred to as range), but also 
on the use of metals and elements. In this re-
spect, a transformation is currently taking 
place away from high proportions of cobalt 
(NMC 111, where the figures indicate the ratio 
of nickel, manganese and cobalt) towards a 
higher proportion of nickel (NMC 811), al-
though development is currently still at the 
corresponding intermediate stages (NMC 622 
/ NMC 532). NMC 111 is considered the sim-
plest battery version, based on an equal 
amount of atoms of the three elements, NMC 
532/622 have a higher energy density and a 
lower price than NMC 111 due to a lower co-
balt content and NMC 811 is the latest and 
most advanced battery version with the hig-
hest theoretical lithium and cobalt performan-
ce. It is precisely because of this trend to-
wards higher nickel content that Tesla CEO 
Elon Musk literally begged relevant mining 
companies to develop new nickel mines in 
2020. 

 The Chinese automakers, which now 
number more than 170, plan to put at 
least 4.5 million electric vehicles on the 
road starting this year;

 Daimler: Ten new electric models by 
2022. 15 to 25% of all vehicles produced 
are to be purely electric by 2025, which 
means a total of around 300,000 to 
600,000 vehicles;

 Ford: By 2022, at least 13 models are to 
be electrically powered, which is about 10 
to 25% of the complete model range;

 General Motors: 20 new electric models 
by 2023 and complete conversion to elec-
tric mobility – timeframe still open;

 Honda: In 2030, two-thirds of all models 
are to run on electric motors – around 3.3 
million as things stand today;

 Hyundai: At least 10% electric vehicle 
share by 2025 – 800,000 vehicles;

 Peugeot: 80% conversion to electric dri-
ve by 2023;

 Porsche: Conversion of 90% of the pro-
duct range to electric drives;

 Renault/Nissan: 1.5 million vehicles from 
2021;

 Tesla: 1 million vehicles as of now;
 Toyota: 50% conversion to electric drive 

and hybrid by 2030 ;
 VW Group: By 2025, 20 to 25% of all ve-

hicles produced are to be purely electric, 
which means a total of around 2 to 3 milli-
on vehicles. By 2030, 300 electric models 
are to be launched on the market.

The lithium-ion battery will be the 
non-plus-ultra for many years ...

In addition to the engine, the heart of every 
electric vehicle is the energy storage unit, i.e. 
a rechargeable battery. In order to be opera-
ted economically in the long term, electric ve-
hicles, but also increasingly emerging decen-
tralized storage systems – such as for photo-
voltaic or wind power plants – require ever 
more powerful rechargeable batteries. The 
lithium-ion battery has now emerged as the 
clear favorite. One of the reasons for this is 

The exit from the era of the combustion engine 
is accelerating! – High supply deficits are causing 
battery metal prices to go through the roof! 

20 years after Tesla‘s founding, 
the market for electric vehicles is 
exploding 

Almost 20 years after the founding of Tesla, 
the first commercial e-car manufacturer, the 
sector of electric locomotion has taken on a 
momentum hardly thought possible. There 
are already well over 200 electric car models 
on the market worldwide. By 2022, there will 
be over 500. In 2015, the number of new elec-
tric vehicles registered each year was only 
450,000 worldwide. In 2020, the figure was 
1.7 million. According to estimates by experts 
at Bloomberg, there will be 8.5 million in 2025, 
26 million in 2030 and 54 million in 2040. 
Mind you, per year! At the beginning of 2021, 
there were 10 million electric vehicles on the 
roads worldwide. In 2030, according to the 
latest estimates, there will be over 130 million.

This requires large quantities of metals that 
have so far found little or much less use in 
conventional vehicles with internal combusti-
on engines. These primarily include the bat-
tery metals lithium, nickel, manganese and 
cobalt, as well as copper and graphite. Yet 
even now, at an early stage when the electric 
revolution is just beginning to gain momen-
tum, there is the threat of glaring supply bot-
tlenecks that have caused the prices of most 
of these materials and metals to skyrocket in 
recent months. For investors, there is an 
excellent entry opportunity into the world of 
battery metals right now, as we will detail be-
low.    

The „electric revolution“ is picking 
up steam ...
  
Electric mobility is just one of many aspects 
of the electric revolution.  Because the leap 
from the age of fossil combustion to the clean 
generation and use of electrical energy does 
not only concern the locomotion sector. The 
increasing decentralization of energy genera-
tion calls for intelligent solutions in terms of 
on-site storage of electrical energy, which is 

why the electric boom will not only be felt in 
the automotive sector from now on.

... especially in terms of mobility

Nevertheless, the automotive industry is cle-
arly playing a pioneering role, as many coun-
tries have introduced measures to accelerate 
the move away from the combustion engine 
and towards the electric motor, particularly in 
order to achieve the climate targets they have 
set themselves. 

Many cities, regions and countries are cons-
tantly outdoing each other with new, ever 
more ambitious targets for the phase-out of 
internal combustion engines. The EU Com-
mission recently announced in October 2021 
that the fleets of domestic car manufacturers 
are to emit no CO2 at all from 2035, although 
many member states want to put the internal 
combustion engine to bed before then.  Den-
mark, Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden and 
Slovenia, for example, are aiming for 2030. 
Israel and Japan are also aiming for this goal, 
Norway even for 2025, followed by Scotland 
(2032), Canada and Thailand (2035), France, 
Spain and Egypt (2040) and China, which is 
aiming for CO2 neutrality for its entire vehicle 
fleet by 2060. 

Automakers plan to build many 
millions of electric vehicles

In the EU in particular, the end for many com-
bustion engines is likely to come quite quickly 
and corresponding car manufacturers are al-
ready accelerating the switch to electric ve-
hicles in order to be able to comply with the 
strict environmental requirements of the EU. 
The following plans are only to be seen as a 
basis, which will be increased year by year:

 BMW: By 2025, 15 to 25% of all vehicles 
produced are to be purely electric, which 
means a total of around 300,000 to 
600,000 vehicles;
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Manufacturing plants (gigafacto-
ries) for rechargeable batteries 
and corresponding materials are 
mushrooming

While European and North American produc-
tion pipelines have grown significantly over 
the past 18 months, China remains by far the 
most aggressive country in building lithi-
um-ion cell production capacity to support its 
electric vehicle and energy storage industries. 
Currently, about 150 of the world‘s roughly 
200 manufacturing facilities, or „gigafacto-
ries,“ are in the pipeline in China, while Euro-
pe and North America have only about 20 and 
10 gigafactories in the pipeline, respectively. 
Globally, about 130 gigafactories are already 
in operation, of which only 6 are producing in 
the EU. Global lithium-ion cell production ca-
pacity is expected to reach 740 GWh by the 
end of 2021 – almost triple the 2017 level – 
with Europe responsible for only 8% or 62 
GWh of the total.

Asia dominates the battery sector

China alone provides a large share of the total 
demand for lithium-ion batteries today. China 
is expected to continue to see the strongest 
annual increase in lithium and cobalt demand 
of all major market players over the next 5 to 
10 years, largely due to an expected multipli-
cation in the number of units of rechargeable 
batteries. Other key suppliers of lithium-ion 

batteries, including South Korea and Japan, 
are also expected to guarantee robust growth 
in lithium and cobalt demand. Foremost 
among these are electronics giants Panaso-
nic, Samsung, LG Chem, BYD, Boston Pow-
er, Lishen, CATL, Dynavolt, and Great Wall. 

The EU is now really stepping on 
the gas!

The EU, which seemed to sleep through the 
development of battery production for years, 
has been able to catch up with China thanks 
to many governmental and private subsidy 
programmes and not least thanks to its strong 
industrial base.

Tesla‘s Gigafactory near Berlin and North-
volt‘s Gigafactory in Skellefteå in northern 
Sweden are just a taste of what is to come in 
the next 10 years. By 2030 alone, more than 
25 corresponding production sites for batte-
ries and/or cathode materials are planned. At 
the same time, a planned battery capacity of 
at least 660 GWh by 2030 is currently being 
considered. 

North America is Tesla country

In North America, Tesla holds the dominant 
position in lithium-ion battery production. The 
company has been operating the so-called 
„Gigafactory 1“ in Nevada since 2016. Lithi-
um-ion batteries, battery packs, electric mo-
tors and drive units for up to 500,000 electric 
vehicles per year are built there. Gigafactory 
5“ is currently under construction in Texas.

Further gigafactories are in the 
making in North America

Tesla is far from the only lithium and cobalt 
consumer planning major lithium-ion battery 
production. LG Chem already started produc-
tion for Chevy in Michigan in October 2015. 
Foxconn, BYD (the world‘s largest producer 
of rechargeable batteries, especially for mo-
bile phones), Lishen, CATL and Boston Power 
are also working on the construction of their 

Composition of a lithium-ion accumulator

Essentially a lithium-ion accumulator consists of the following 
components and materials:

 Positive electrode (cathode):
 Lithium-Cobalt(III)-oxide
 Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt-Oxide
 Oxygen
 Aluminum as conductor material

 Negative electrode (anode): 
 Graphite or related carbon materials
 Silicon
 Tin dioxide
 Copper as conductor material

 Electrolyte (solution)

 Polymer membrane separator

Functionality of a lithium-ion battery

SEPARATOR
ELEKTROLYT

ANODE (-)
KUPFERKATHODE (+)

ALUMINIUM

SAUERSTOFF + METALL 
KOBALT/NICKEL/MANGAN

LITHIUM ION

KOHLENSTOFF 
(GRAPHIT)

ELEKTRON

AUFBAU UND FUNKTIONSWEISE
EINES LITHIUM-IONEN-AKKUS

Composition and operating principle of a lithium-ion accumulator

In simple terms a lithium-ion accumu-
lator generates an electromotive force 
by the movement of lithium-ions. Du-
ring charging the positive lithium-ions 
migrate through the electrolyte and the 
separator from the positive to the ne-
gative electrode. In the process the lit-
hium-ions can move freely between 
the two electrodes through the elect-
rolyte within the accumulator. Unlike 
the lithium-ions the transition metal 
and graphite structures of the electro-
des are stationary and protected by a 
separator from a direct contact. The 
mobility of the lithium-ions is neces-
sary for the compensation of the exter-
nal current during recharging and 
discharging so that the electrodes stay 

largely electrically neutral. The negati-
ve electrode is a so-called graphite  
intercalation compound where lithium 
exists as cation. During discharge the 
intercalation compound emits elec-
trons which flow back to the positive 
electrode viathe extern circuit. Simul-
taneously many Li+ ions migrate from 
the intercalation compound through 
the electrolyte also to the positive elec-
trode. At the positive electrode the lit-
hium-ions do not receive the electrons 
of the external circuit but the present 
structures of the transition metal com-
pounds. Depending on the type of ac-
cumulator these are cobalt, nickel, 
manganese or iron ions that change 
their charge.

(Source: own representation)
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The question is: What weighs more with the 
battery and car manufacturers? And CO2 
neutrality seems to have the edge here. By 
the way, currently about 60% of all lithium hy-
droxide mined worldwide is extracted from 
hard rock deposits and only 40% from brine 
deposits.

New processing methods and lithi-
um sources give hope

Recently, more and more exploration and de-
velopment companies have been focusing on 
new technologies, with the help of which it 
should be possible to extract lithium from bri-
ne deposits within days and even hours ins-
tead of using natural evaporation. The pro-
cesses of Tenova Bateman and IBC Advan-
ced Technologies are worth mentioning in this 
context.   

In addition, several lithium development 
companies have identified a third lithium 
source. There is the possibility to extract lithi-
um from old, exploited oil reservoirs. The lit-
hium is extracted from the wastewater remai-
ning in the reservoirs. The fact that this pro-
cess works has already been proven several 
times. In addition, this unusual lithium ext-
raction process also appears to be economi-
cally feasible. Thus, brine-containing (former) 
oil fields are also becoming a focus of the 
lithium industry.

There are two types of lithium 
deposits

Lithium is generally obtained from two diffe-
rent sources.

1. So-called „brine“, i.e. (salt) sheet or brine 
deposits: Mainly in salt lakes, lithium car-
bonate is extracted from lithium-cont-
aining salt solutions by evaporation of the 
water and addition of sodium carbonate. 
To obtain metallic lithium, the lithium car-
bonate is first reacted with hydrochloric 
acid. This produces carbon dioxide, which 
escapes as a gas, and dissolved lithium 
chloride. This solution is concentrated in a 
vacuum evaporator until the chloride crys-
tallizes.

2. So-called „hard rock spodumene“, i.e. 
hard rock pegmatite deposits: Here, lithi-
um compounds are not extracted from 
lake salt, but from spodumene, a lithi-
um-bearing aluminum silicate mineral. Ex-
tracted using conventional mining techno-
logy, the concentrate obtained is often 
converted to lithium carbonate with a puri-
ty of more than 99.5%. The intensive ther-
mal and hydrometallurgical process requi-
red for this is considered to be very costly. 
Such deposits are currently exploited al-
most exclusively in Australia, with most of 
the further processing taking place in Chi-
nese facilities.

Water consumption versus CO2 
emissions

The two sources (brine deposits/hard rock 
deposits) each have opposite advantages 
and disadvantages with regard to the extrac-
tion of lithium. While the extraction of one ton 
of lithium hydroxide from brine deposits re-
quires about 469 cubic meters of water, one 
ton of lithium hydroxide from hard rock depo-
sits requires only about 170 cubic meters of 
water. The opposite is true for the CO2 balan-
ce. While the extraction of one ton of lithium 
hydroxide from brine deposits only produces 
about 5 tons of CO2, the extraction of one ton 
of lithium hydroxide from hard rock deposits 
produces about 15 tons. 

oxide) batteries, which is why this report is 
primarily concerned with the battery metals 
lithium, nickel and cobalt. We will also take a 
look at copper, which is becoming increa-
singly important. 

own gigafactories, including for so-called po-
wer banks, i.e. decentralised electricity stora-
ge systems, which are likely to become in-
creasingly important in the future. 

Lithium-ion batteries are the 
current state of the art and market 
leader 
 
In addition to the already mentioned raw ma-
terials lithium, cobalt, nickel and manganese, 
a lithium-ion battery mainly consists of alumi-
nium, copper, graphite, zinc, tin, silver and 
steel. The majority of (lithium-ion) batteries 
currently on the market are lithium-cobalt (di-

Lithium

The element lithium

Lithium is a light metal from the group of alka-
li metals. It has the lowest density of all known 
solid elements. It is only about half as heavy 
as water, naturally silvery white and relatively 
soft. Lithium is highly reactive, which is why it 
basically always occurs as a lithium com-
pound in the wild. It tarnishes rapidly in air, 
due to the formation of lithium oxide and lithi-
um nitride. In pure oxygen it burns with a 
bright red flame at 180°C to form lithium oxi-
de. Lithium reacts very strongly with water to 
form lithium hydroxide. 

Lithium extraction is either lengthy 
or expensive

Global lithium production is divided into seve-
ral different branches, producing the follo-
wing types of lithium compounds:

1. Lithium carbonate,
2. Lithium hydroxide,
3. Lithium chloride,
4. Butyllithium and 
5. Lithium metal.

Metallic lithium is usually produced from lithi-
um carbonate in a multi-stage process and is 
usually traded with a purity of 99.5%. This 
metallic lithium is used as a catalyst in the 
chemical and pharmaceutical industries as 
well as for the production of aluminium-lithi-
um alloys.

The industry essentially distinguishes bet-
ween three types or qualities of lithium com-
pounds:

1. „Industrial Grade“, with a purity of over 
96%, mainly for glass, casting powder 
and lubricants,

2. „Technical Grade“, with a purity of about 
99.5%, mainly for ceramics, lubricants 
and batteries, and

3. „Battery Grade“, with a purity of over 
99.5%, mainly for high-end cathode ma-
terials in batteries and rechargeable bat-
teries.

(Source: Vulcan Energy)

Melting Point 180,54° C
Boiling Point 1330°C

Li
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LITHIUM
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The manufacture of lithium-ion 
batteries requires a large amount 
of lithium

A large amount of lithium is required for the 
production and operation of lithium-ion batte-
ries. Each smartphone contains between 5 
and 7 grams of LCE (lithium carbonate equi-
valent). For a notebook or tablet, the figure is 
20 to 45 grams. Power tools such as cordless 
screwdrivers or electric saws require about 
40 to 60 grams for their batteries. A 10 KWh 
storage unit for domestic use requires about 
23 kilograms of LCE, while batteries for elec-
tric cars require between 40 and 80 kilo-
grams. An energy storage system with a ca-
pacity of 650 MWh needs about 1.5 tons of 
LCE. 

Lithium production will (and must) 
increase sharply

In 2020, global lithium production was around 
430,000 tonnes LCE. Projections assume that 
this figure could rise to a maximum of about 
580,000 tonnes LCE with today‘s mining acti-
vity, whereby only very few efforts for concre-
te mine expansions or new mines have been 
made so far, so that lithium is practically run-
ning into a huge supply deficit. In addition to 
this, recent reports about several postponed 
mine starts caused additional uncertainty on 
the supply side. 

The decisive factor is always the 
price, but this is relatively insigni-
ficant for battery production!

Ultimately, it is the price alone that determi-
nes the economic recoverability of the exis-
ting lithium deposits. While the price was still 
around US$6,000 per tonne of lithium carbo-
nate in mid-2015, it recently shot up to around 
US$30,000 (200,000 yuan). It can be assu-
med that this will settle between US$12,000 
and US$18,000 per tonne of lithium carbona-
te in the medium to long term. Either way, this 
is a lucrative business for the producers, as 
the pure extraction costs for the current pro-
jects are only around US$ 2,000 (Chile) to 

part of aerospace technology in particular. In 
the past 20 years, this picture has changed 
once again. In the course of the beginning 
electric revolution, it was recognized quite 
quickly that it is almost perfectly suitable as 
anode in batteries due to its low normal po-
tential. Lithium batteries are characterised by 
a very high energy density and can generate 
particularly high voltages. However, lithium 
batteries are not rechargeable. Lithium-ion 
batteries, on the other hand, have this proper-
ty, in which lithium metal oxides such as lithi-
um cobalt oxide are connected as the catho-
de. As a raw material for the production of 
accumulators and batteries, however, higher 
purity grades than 99.5% are required. Lithi-
um hydroxide in the „Industrial“ grade is 
used, among other things, as a raw material 
for lubricants and coolants. With the higher 
„Technical“ grade, it is also used in the pro-
duction of rechargeable batteries and batte-
ries. Lithium carbonate – crystalline, granula-
ted or as powder – is used, for example, in the 
electrolytic production of aluminum, in the 
ceramic and pharmaceutical industries, and 
in alloying technology. Special purity grades 
of lithium carbonate in the form of very fine 
powder (battery grade powder) are suitable 
as a raw material for the production of lithi-
um-ion batteries. The extraction and proces-
sing of (especially high-grade) lithium is con-
sidered very costly. 

ld‘s total lithium production, which is shared 
among only a few companies. As a result, the 
entire lithium market is very intransparent, 
which is why the large battery and accumula-
tor manufacturers, such as Panasonic, have 
recently relied primarily on long-term supply 
contracts with relatively small development 
companies, some of which will not produce 
before 2023. As a result of this supply oligo-
poly, lithium is also not currently traded on the 
stock exchange, and the actual trading prices 
are kept strictly confidential. One reason for 
this, which the few suppliers always like to 
give, is that the available and required lithium 
qualities are too different for a standardized 
exchange trading place. 

Main applications are alloys, 
lubricants and accumulators

Its above-mentioned special and versatile 
properties make lithium a sought-after mate-
rial in many different areas of application. It 
should therefore come as no surprise that the 
main area of application for lithium has chan-
ged constantly in the past. Initially used main-
ly in medicine, the element began its tri-
umphant advance in the 1950s as a compo-
nent of alloys. Its low weight, but also its 
positive properties in terms of tensile strength, 
hardness and elasticity, made it an integral 

Larger lithium deposits exist only 
in a few regions

Lithium makes up about 0.006% of the 
Earth‘s crust and is slightly less abundant 
than zinc, copper and tungsten and slightly 
more abundant than cobalt, tin and lead. Esti-
mates from the U.S. Geological Survey sug-
gest that about 21 million metric tons of lithi-
um are recoverable as reserves and 86 million 
tons are recoverable as resources worldwide. 
About 53% of the reserves in the South Ame-
rican countries of Chile and Argentina alone. 
The largest lithium carbonate production cur-
rently occurs in the Salar de Atacama, a salt 
lake in the northern Chilean province of Anto-
fagasta. However, about 49 percent of global 
lithium production of about 82,000 metric 
tons in 2020 came from Australia, but at a 
much higher cost than in South America, 
which is why Australian production has 
declined sharply recently. Furthermore, signi-
ficant lithium deposits are mainly found in 
North America and China.

Lithium production is currently 
concentrated in a few countries 
and companies

Australia, Chile, China and Argentina current-
ly account for around 95 percent of the wor-

The largest lithium carbonate production 

currently occurs in the Salar de Atacama, a 

salt lake in the northern Chilean province of 

Antofagasta.

(Source: Francesco Mocellin, CC BY-SA 3.0)
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US$ 7,000 (China) per tonne. This is similarly 
the case with lithium hydroxide. Since lithium 
makes up a considerable part of a battery in 
terms of volume but is only responsible for 
about 4-5% of the costs of a battery, the lithi-
um price is ultimately relatively insignificant 
for the production of lithium-ion batteries and 
should therefore be able to be maintained at 
an economic level for the lithium producers.

Demand for lithium is increasing 
rapidly – high supply deficit fore-
seeable from 2023!

The demand for lithium appears to be almost 
gigantic, not only due to, but especially 
because of the new boom sector of electro-
mobility! While in the case of lithium this was 
still around 65,000 tonnes of LCE in 2000, by 
2020 it was already 305,000 tonnes of LCE 
that were in demand per year. By 2022, ex-
perts expect LCE demand to rise to over 
500,000 tons, and by 2025 to over 800,000 
tons per year.

The main driving factor will be demand from 
the battery and accumulator sector and the 
associated automotive industry. Assuming 
that a maximum of 580,000 tonnes of LCE 
can be extracted per year from existing mines 
and that new mines cannot be commissioned 
in the short term, a supply deficit of well over 
200,000 tonnes is indicated for 2025 alone! 
For 2030, the outlook is even bleaker. A bot-
tleneck of unimagined proportions is looming 
here.

Lithium carbonate price in yuan/tonne 

(Source: own representation)

Lithium carbonate price 

Melting Point 1455° C
Boiling Point 2730°C
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Nickel

The element nickel

Nickel is a metallic, silvery shiny transition 
metal. It is medium hard, malleable and easy 
to polish. Like cobalt, nickel is ferromagnetic 
and also highly resistant to air, water, hy-
drochloric acid and alkalis at room tempera-
ture, which makes it ideal for use in lithi-
um-ion batteries. 

Extraction

Most of the nickel is extracted from nickel- 
and copper-bearing iron ores. By means of a 
multi-layer process, copper-nickel fines, 
which consist of about 80% copper and ni-
ckel and about 20% sulfur, are produced. To 
obtain the crude nickel, the nickel must be se-

parated from the copper. To obtain pure ni-
ckel, the crude nickel is electrolytically refined. 
The purity of electrolytic nickel is about 99.9%. 

Occurrence and production

Nickel occurs in the earth‘s crust with a con-
tent of about 0.008%, i.e. with about twice 
the amount of cobalt and somewhat more 

frequently than lithium. Solid nickel, i.e. ni-
ckel in elemental form, occurs only rarely. As 
of 2020, only about 50 occurrences of native 
nickel were known worldwide. The most im-
portant deposits are found in Canada, New 
Caledonia, Russia, Australia and Cuba.

The majority of nickel production comes from 
sulphide ores. In addition, lateritic nickel ores 
are also mined as raw materials for nickel 
production. Due to the exploitation of the 
classic sulphide deposits, extraction is in-
creasingly shifting towards lateritic nickel 
ores, which, however, means more expensi-
ve extraction.

In 2020, around 2.5 million tonnes of nickel 
were mined worldwide. The largest producer 
was Indonesia with about 760,000 tons. Ho-
wever, the country imposed an export ban on 
nickel at the beginning of 2020, mainly to 
promote its own stainless-steel industry and 
to conserve its own resources. Other major 
producers include the Philippines (320,000 
tonnes), Russia (280,000 tonnes) and New 
Caledonia (200,000 tonnes). These countries 
are responsible for around 60% of total ni-
ckel production worldwide. 

Main application: steels and 
nickel alloys

Most of the annual nickel production (about 
85%) goes into the production of stainless 
steels and nickel alloys. Nickel is one of the 
most important alloying metals, mainly used 
for steel refining. It makes steel corrosion re-
sistant and increases its hardness, tough-
ness and ductility. Steels highly alloyed with 
nickel are used in particularly corrosive en-
vironments. About 20% of the nickel mined is 
used to produce nickel alloys such as cons-
tantan, nickel silver and monel. 

Other uses

Pure nickel metal is used in finely divided 
form as a catalyst in the hydrogenation of un-
saturated fatty acids. Due to its chemical re-
sistance, nickel is used for apparatus in che-

mical laboratories and the chemical industry, 
such as nickel crucibles for digestions. Ni-
ckel alloys, for example for coins, are made 
from nickel metal. Nickel-based superalloys 
are alloys specially designed for use at high 
temperatures and under corrosive media. 
They are used, for example, in aircraft turbi-
nes and gas turbines in power plants.

High purity nickel for accumula-
tors and batteries

So-called class 1 nickel with a purity of at 
least 99.98% is required for batteries and 
rechargeable batteries. Only about 45% of 
the total nickel production of about 2.4 milli-
on tons per year is suitable for the production 
of class 1 nickel. Of this, more than half is 
required for alloys and other applications. 
Less valuable class 2 nickel is used exclusi-
vely in steel production. 

The development from cobalt- to 
nickel-dominated batteries further 
promotes the supply deficit 

Due to the fact that the development of lithi-
um-ion batteries is increasingly moving from 
cobalt to nickel-dominant cathode materials 
and the required quantities will increase 
sharply, especially in the automotive sector, 
an expansion of an already existing supply 
deficit can be expected in the coming years. 
This has already been the case for the nickel 
market as a whole since 2016. For class 1 
nickel, such a supply deficit is expected from 

Nickel contained in millions of tons 

(Source: Canada Nickel)
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with silicon dioxide as iron silicate. This pro-
duces the so-called crude stone, which cont-
ains nickel, copper and other iron as sulphide 
or arsenide in addition to cobalt. Further sul-
phur is removed by further roasting with sodi-
um carbonate and sodium nitrate. In the pro-
cess, sulfates and arsenates are formed from 
some of the sulfur and arsenic, which are lea-

Cobalt

The element cobalt

Cobalt is a steel-grey, very tough heavy metal 
(ferromagnetic transition metal) with a density 
of 8.89 g/cm3. As a typical metal it conducts 
heat and electricity well, the electrical con-
ductivity is 26 percent of that of copper. In 
chemical behavior it is similar to iron and ni-
ckel, resistant to air by passivation; it is dis-
solved only by oxidizing acids. 

Cobalt extraction is relatively 
simple and inexpensive

Cobalt extraction is a well-known, relatively 
simple process. Cobalt is mainly extracted as 
a by-product from copper and nickel ores. 
First, part of the existing iron sulfides is con-
verted into iron oxide by roasting and slagged 

Nickel price development over the last 5 years

(Source: own representation)

Nickel price development 

2023 at the latest, with a strong upward 
trend. For 2030, a shortfall of 900,000 tonnes 
of nickel is expected. By 2040, the supply 
deficit is expected to widen to 2 million ton-
nes per year, including new nickel projects. It 
is estimated that demand for nickel from the 
automotive sector will increase more than 
tenfold from 110,000 tonnes in 2020 to 1.3 
million tonnes in 2030. 

A severe supply deficit is  
inevitable, first signs are already 
noticeable 

A taste of what may be to come was provi-
ded by LME inventories, which fell from 
around 400,000 tonnes to around 60,000 
tonnes from the start of 2018 to the end of 
2019. At the same time, the nickel price rose 
by about 60% during this period to around 
US$18,000 per metric tonne. The Corona cri-
sis then saw inventories rise again to around 
260,000 tonnes, only to collapse again to be-
low 120,000 tonnes recently. All in all, it looks 
as if nickel and the corresponding producers 
and developers will be the next big beneficia-
ries of the electric (mobility) boom! It is not 
for nothing that Elon Musk called nickel the 
„New Gold“ in the middle of 2020 and literal-
ly begged mining companies to develop new 
nickel mines.

Melting Point 1495° C
Boiling Point 2927°C
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ched out with water. The corresponding metal 
oxides remain, which are treated with sulphu-
ric or hydrochloric acid. Only copper does not 
dissolve, while nickel, cobalt and iron go into 
solution. With chlorinated lime, cobalt can 
then be selectively precipitated as cobalt hy-
droxide and thus separated. This is converted 
to Co3O4 by heating and then reduced to co-
balt with coke or aluminium powder.

Most of the cobalt deposits are 
probably under the seabed

Cobalt is a rare element with a frequency of 
0.004 percent in the earth‘s crust. This makes 
it the thirtieth most abundant element in the 
list. Cobalt is found in many minerals, but 
usually occurs only in small amounts. The 
element is always associated with nickel, of-
ten also with copper, silver, iron or uranium. 
The world‘s known cobalt resources are 
about 25 million tonnes, with the largest de-
posits in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Zambia, Canada, Morocco, Cuba, Russia, 
Australia, Uganda and the USA. Over 100 mil-
lion tonnes of cobalt are believed to be pre-
sent in the Earth‘s crust on the floors of the 
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans.

Cobalt production mainly takes 
place in „problematic“ regions

The majority of the annual cobalt production 
of 140,000 tonnes comes from mines in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo. About 70% 
of the total production volume came from the 
Central African civil war country in 2020. Rus-
sia accounted for another 4.5% at last count, 
the Philippines for 3.35% and China for 2.6%. 
All countries that are not necessarily conside-
red to inspire confidence. The remaining pro-
duction is divided between Canada (just un-
der 2.3%), Australia (4%), South Africa (1.3%) 
and several other countries with even lower 
production volumes. 

The future security of supply appears to be 
extremely critical on the basis of current pro-
ducers, which is why more and more attempts 
have been made recently to develop new mi-

nes and increase production accordingly, 
especially in Canada, Australia, the USA and 
Finland. 

Main applications are paints, 
alloys, medicine, magnets and 
rechargeable batteries.

Historically, cobalt has been used in the form 
of oxides, sulfates, hydroxides or carbonates 
for heat-resistant paints and pigments. Pro-
bably the best-known decorative application 
is blue cobalt glass. Today, cobalt is used pri-
marily as an alloying component to increase 
the high-temperature strength of alloyed and 
high-alloy steels, especially high-speed steel 
and superalloys, as a binder phase in hard 
metals and diamond tools, as a component of 
magnetic alloys, as a drier for paints and var-
nishes, as a catalyst for desulfurization and 
hydrogenation, as a hydroxide or lithium co-
balt dioxide (LiCoO2) in batteries, in corrosi-
on- or wear-resistant alloys, and as a trace 
element for medicine and agriculture. Cobalt 
is also used in the production of magnetic 
data media such as audio and video casset-
tes, where it improves the magnetic proper-
ties through doping. Since the 1990s, cobalt 
has served as an anode material in the anode 
of lithium-ion batteries.

Electric vehicles in particular 
require a lot of cobalt – but not 
only them

Similar to lithium, cobalt is also consumed in 
the corresponding batteries. Depending on 
the model, between 5 and 10 grams of cobalt 
are used in a single smartphone. A notebook 
or tablet contains between 30 and 100 
grams. Power tools need about 50 grams for 
their batteries. A 10 KWh storage unit for 
home use (such as Tesla‘s Powerwall) requi-
res about 7 kilograms of cobalt, while the 
batteries for hybrid vehicles need about 4 ki-
lograms and for pure electric cars 10 kilo-
grams of cobalt. Tesla‘s Model S comes in at 
as much as 22.5 kilograms. A passenger pla-
ne gobbles up about 4,000 kilograms of co-
balt. 
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Copper

Although copper is not a classic battery  
metal, nothing works without the red metal in 
the implementation of the electric revolution. 
Copper has the characteristic of being the 
most conductive of all known metals after 
characteristic silver. And without a reliable 
connection between the individual electrical 
components, a world of electromobility and 
electrical storage cannot function.

The element copper

Copper is a chemical element with the ele-
ment symbol Cu and the atomic number 29. 
Like silver and gold, it is one of the transition 
metals that occur naturally in pure form, i.e. in 
elemental form. The name copper comes 
from the Latin cuprum, which is derived from 
Cyprus, where the most important copper mi-
nes were located in ancient times. It is the 
26th most common element in the earth‘s 
crust (share of about 0.006 %) and has been 
mined for about 7,000 years. Copper has a 
reddish luster and being a relatively soft me-
tal, is easily malleable and ductile. It has a 
very high thermal and electrical conductivity.

The deposits are quite concentra-
ted, the extraction simple

There are several thousand sites around the 
globe. Significant copper production, howe-
ver, exists in only a few regions. Chile was by 
far the most recent leader in copper producti-
on, with an annual production of 5.7 million 

Cobalt supply must be increased

An increase in supply is urgently needed, 
because the lithium-ion battery sector will de-
mand ever larger quantities and thus ever lar-
ger quantities of cobalt in the coming years – 
even if the further development of batteries 
suggests that cobalt will increasingly be 
replaced by nickel. While annual production 
in 2016 was still around 123,000 tonnes, lea-
ding experts believe that it will be difficult to 
expand production above 150,000 tonnes per 
year with the current mines. The fact is that 
Congo will nevertheless remain the absolute 
world market leader for the time being and 
will even expand its market share to over 
70%. The two largest cobalt mines in the 
world, Kamoto and Kolwezi, which alone can 
produce about 50,000 tonnes of cobalt per 
year, have a large share in this. Outside Con-
go, several companies are working on expan-
ding their existing mines (including Glencore, 
Norilsk, Umicore, Sumitomo and Vale), but 
these mine expansions are likely to be only a 
drop in the ocean due to the expected increa-
se in demand.

The cobalt price gives a taste of 
things to come!

Many market participants have already reali-
sed that cobalt production cannot be expan-
ded quite so easily from one day to the next, 
which is why the cobalt price has exploded 

tons in 2020. This was followed by Peru (2.2 
million tonnes), China (1.7 million tonnes), the 
USA (1.2 million tonnes) and the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, also with 1.2 million 
tonnes. These five countries together account 
for about 60% of the world‘s production of 
about 20 million tonnes per year. The top 10 
copper producing nations also include Aust-
ralia, Zambia, Russia, Mexico and Indonesia. 
China (9.8 million tonnes) is by far the leading 
smelter. In addition, there is recycled copper 
of about 900,000 tonnes.

Copper is extracted by smelting and refining. 
The corresponding processes have been ma-
ture for a long time, the processing is corres-
pondingly simple and relatively inexpensive.

Main features: High thermal 
and electrical conductivity, soft, 
antibacterial, red

By far the most important ability of copper is 
its high electrical conductivity. Its conductivi-
ty is only slightly worse than silver and signifi-
cantly better than gold, but copper is far less 
expensive than the other two metals. Since all 
admixtures dissolved in copper, especially 
impurities such as phosphorus and iron, gre-
atly reduce its conductivity, the highest de-
grees of purity are often sought for conductor 
materials. Its softness and red colour also 
make it interesting for the jewellery and art in-
dustries, for example in the form of alloys 
(brass, bronze, nickel silver, red gold). In addi-
tion, it has an antibacterial, partly antiviral ef-
fect and can render bacteria, viruses and fun-
gi harmless within a few hours.

Main fields of application: 
Electrical engineering, piping, art, 
construction

By far the largest application area for copper 
is electronics and electrical engineering as 
well as piping, i.e. infrastructure. Among other 
things, it is used for electrical cables, swit-
ching wires, power cables, overhead lines, 
conductors on printed circuit boards, wire 
windings in transformers, chokes/coils and in 

from around US$ 5,000 to almost US$ 
100,000 per metric ton since mid-2016 and 
currently stands at around US$ 70,000 per 
metric ton.  A similar increase can be expec-
ted as soon as the leading carmakers drasti-
cally expand their model range.

Cobalt will experience an immen-
se demand surge and supply 
deficit in the coming years!

The demand for cobalt will almost certainly 
explode in the coming years! While this was 
still around 60,000 tonnes in 2008, in 2017 it 
was already 125,000 tonnes that were de-
manded per year. By 2025, experts expect 
cobalt demand to rise to over 270,000 tons 
per year.

The main driving factor will be demand from 
the battery sector. Experts estimate that de-
mand for cobalt from the automotive sector 
alone will increase from 26,000 tonnes in 
2020 to up to 130,000 tonnes in 2025 and 
263,000 tonnes per year in 2030 (again for 
comparison: total annual global production in 
2020 was 140,000 tonnes). Due to the current 
situation that demand is rising sharply, but at 
the same time only a few existing mines even 
have the ability to ramp up their production, a 
huge supply deficit is looming for cobalt in the 
coming years. This deficit is likely to gradually 
widen and exceed the 10,000 tonnes per year 
mark by 2022. 

Nickel contained in millions of tons

(Source: Canada Nickel)

Cobalt price development

Cobalt price development (US$/ton) over 

the last 5 years 

(Source: own representation)

Melting point 1357,77 K
Boiling point  2868 K
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ploration for large copper projects, which has 
been extremely sparse over the past ten ye-
ars. 

There must be a (further) upward 
adjustment of the copper price

As a result, there is currently a shortage of 
high-quality development projects. Since the 
quality of many new copper projects is much 
worse than that of current mines, an increase 
in production, i.e. the exploitation of poorer 
quality mines, can only succeed by adjusting 
the price. Copper speculators have recently 
realised that this is the case and have caused 
the copper price to break out to the upside, 
specifically above US$ 10,000 per tonne. Ne-
vertheless, there are already signs of a further 
increase in the copper price, as the explosion 
in demand cannot even be nearly compensa-
ted for by the increase in supply. 

Mining activities can no longer 
meet higher demand

In addition to an expected increase in de-
mand from the current level of about 20 milli-
on tonnes of copper per year to 25 million 
tonnes in 2030 and 28 million tonnes by 2035, 
copper production with the current mines is 
expected to decline to about 13 million ton-
nes at the same time. This is because at pre-
sent it is mainly the expansion of existing mi-
nes that accounts for the bulk of new copper 
production, which is expected to come on 
stream by 2025. After that, new projects will 
be needed to close the growing gap that ana-
lysts expect. However, this will require signifi-
cant investment. Many copper projects bene-
fit from the production of valuable by-pro-
ducts such as gold, silver, cobalt and 
molybdenum, without which copper produc-
tion would often not even be possible, i.e. 
profitable. Another aspect is the lack of ex-

electric motors. Furthermore, as cable 
connection between electrical components 
like accumulators, motors and applications. 
Further applications are water piping, roofing, 
glass coatings, tableware as well as in arts 
and crafts for the production of printing plates 
for copper engravings and etchings and in 
the jewellery sector for alloys.

Supply deficit already exists de 
facto – expansion very likely

The International Copper Study Group calcu-
lated a supply deficit of about 300,000 tonnes 
for 2020. Due to the fact that more and more 
copper will flow into electromobility in the fu-
ture (an electric car requires about 90 to 100 
kilograms of copper, while a combustion ve-
hicle often gets by with 20 kilograms), but 
also into the connection of regenerative pow-
er generators to the electricity grid (an onsho-
re wind power plant requires about 5,4 tonnes 
of copper per megawatt, an offshore wind 
power plant even 15.3 tonnes of copper per 
megawatt), experts reckon that by 2035 there 
will be a gap of no less than 15 million tonnes 
per year, i.e. about 75% of current producti-
on. Furthermore, infrastructure and electric 
vehicle subsidy programs of many govern-
ments are likely to lead to a further boom in 
demand for copper. Experts expect copper 
demand from the automotive sector alone to 
increase tenfold from 300,000 tonnes in 2020 
to 3 million tonnes per year by 2030.

Conclusion: The electric revoluti-
on is still in its infancy and will 
lead to a price explosion for 
battery metals 

The demand for lithium, cobalt, nickel and, to 
a lesser extent, copper will be determined by 
three different parties in the future: 

1. From the Asian electronics companies, 
which are mainly targeting the mass pro-
duction of powerful lithium-ion batteries 
and accumulators for daily use, in multi-
media devices, etc.. 

2. From the car manufacturers and (initially) 
first and foremost from Tesla Motors, but 
also from almost all established car ma-
nufacturers worldwide. 

3. From the manufacturers of decentralized 
energy storage systems, which are used 
wherever electricity is generated by pho-
tovoltaic or wind power plants and is to be 
used later by means of storage. 

This constellation will cause demand for lithi-
um, cobalt and nickel to increase many times 
over in the coming years, and for copper it will 
also increase sharply, with decentralised sto-
rage facilities in particular generating the gre-
atest growth in demand and likely to dwarf 
even the other two sectors.

A look at the most important number estima-
tes is basically enough to come to this con-
clusion. The number of electric vehicles will 

Copper price development 

over the last 5 years 

(Source: own presentation)

(source: Canada Nickel)

(Source: own presentation)

Copper price development

Copper supply deficit (Source: own presentation)

Copper content in different types of vehicles
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The imminent supply shortfall in 
all battery metals will mainly 
reward the far advanced develo-
pers

Overall, there are signs of a supply deficit in 
the near future for the lithium, cobalt, nickel 
and copper markets, as the increase in de-
mand is likely to (far) exceed the expansion in 
supply in the future. In this context – due to 
the ongoing Corona crisis and the associated 
expectation of additional purchase incentives 
for electric vehicles – it is now assumed that 
the supply shortage will be brought forward 
from around 2025/26 to 2023. This is strongly 
indicated by recent reports of projects stal-
ling, production being curtailed, and expansi-
on plans being delayed.

As there is no end in sight to the increase in 
demand beyond 2025 and, moreover, there 
are no major production projects worth men-
tioning in the pipeline, this situation is likely to 
persist for the foreseeable future.   

Especially the development companies, 
which have already advanced their respective 
projects, should offer the greatest share price 
opportunities in the coming months, also with 
regard to a possible consolidation, i.e. th-
rough takeover scenarios. 

Some of these committed development com-
panies, but also prospective producers, are 
presented below.  

multiply in the coming years: From 1.2 million 
electric cars in 2017 to at least 20 million 
electric vehicles per year starting in 2025. 
From 2030 onwards, 25 million electrically 
powered vehicles can be expected annually, 
and from 2040 onwards even 60 million ve-
hicles per year. In parallel, lithium-ion battery 
demand increases from 21 GWh in 2016 to 
1,550 GWh in 2028! In 2020, capacity was an 
estimated 250 GWh, driven by expansions 
from upcoming giants LG Chem, Samsung 
SDI, CATL, Lishen, Tesla and others.

Procurement from dubious 
sources as well as China‘s market 
power in reprocessing

In the EU and thus also in Germany, lithium, 
cobalt and graphite belong to the so-called 
„red group“, i.e. materials with a very high 
supply risk. For the most part, they come 
from countries with dubious mining methods 
or high political risk. In addition to the actual 
procurement risk, issues such as a lack of en-
vironmental compatibility or a lack of social 
acceptance also play a role here. Another 
crucial point is that China currently controls a 
large part of the cobalt and lithium proces-
sing. A circumstance that will either lead to 
more projects outside China‘s sphere of influ-
ence or to higher prices in the future. Recy-
cling does not play any role at the moment 
and therefore cannot be seen as a source of 
needed materials.

Interview with Tobias Tretter –
Managing Partner of Commodity Capital AG

Tobias Tretter

As Managing Partner, Tobias Tretter 

has led Commodity Capital AG since 

its foundation in 2009 and supports 

it with his many years of experience 

and expertise in the commodities 

sector as Portfolio Manager and 

Chief Investment Officer (CIO). 

He is responsible for the investment 

advice for the Commodity Capital 

Global Mining Fund and establishes 

the basis for the long-term success 

of Commodity Capital AG with his 

analyses on mining companies.

Tobias Tretter obtained his predicate 

degree at the University of Bayreuth, 

where he wrote his diploma thesis 

on a practical basis on the life cycle 

analysis of commodity companies. 

This study as well as various further 

education such as the DITA (diploma 

of international technical analysis) 

form the theoretical background and 

thus the basis for his daily work.

Tobias Tretter started his career at 

Credit Suisse Asset Management 

and applied his practical experience 

in advising and supporting the DJE 

Gold und Ressourcen Fonds of the 

Dr. Jens Ehrhard Group. The result 

was the award as "best gold fund 

2003" as well as a self-employment 

in the consulting of commodity 

funds. Together with the fund 

management of Stabilitas Fonds he 

again achieved the award as "best 

gold fund 2006".

Mr Tretter, the lithium sector is really pi-
cking up again. Is this a sustainable trend or 
just a short-term flash in the pan? And what 
is the difference to the last bull market in 
2018?

We believe that the current trend is very sus-
tainable and that we are probably only at the 
beginning of a long-term cycle. Electromobi-
lity is only at the beginning of a new era, and 
it will take many years for the industry to ad-
apt to the change in demand.  

The current situation also cannot be compa-
red to the rise and subsequent collapse of 
lithium prices through 2018. The price increa-
se at that time was primarily a reaction to the 
expansion of refining capacity in China. Refi-
ning capacity in China expanded significantly 
from 2016 to 2018 and after there was initial-
ly not enough lithium concentrate, prices 
jumped, only to subsequently collapse as 
additional supply from Australia entered the 
market and already planned refinery expansi-
ons were put on hold. We do not see the situ-
ation as comparable at the moment. Prices 
are currently rising significantly worldwide, 
and the reason is a demand for lithium that is 
significantly higher than the supply. Or let me 
put it this way: The demand for lithium has 
surprised the market and the supply is 
nowhere near able to keep up with the in-
creased demand. There has been too little 
investment in the lithium sector, and it will 
take years to make up for the last few „slee-
py“ years. After years without significant new 
investment, there was still $2.8 billion inves-
ted in 2020 and $3.6 billion so far this year. 
However, it will take significantly more inves-
tment to clear the deficit in the market. At 
least another USD 14 billion in new invest-
ments will be needed by 2025, and we esti-
mate that this figure is still too low. 

There are currently over 200 new mega-fac-
tories for new batteries under construction or 
in planning, and we expect that several more 
will need to be built in the coming years to 
meet demand. These 200 new factories alo-

ne will require more than 3 million tonnes of 
lithium – 7 times the amount currently pro-
duced worldwide. 

Which battery metals will play the most im-
portant role in the future and why?

The most important battery metal is and will 
continue to be lithium. Lithium is the main 
component regardless of the composition 
and technological advances of batteries and 
we do not see any efforts on the part of the 
industry to replace lithium. The situation is 
different with cobalt. Cobalt will play an in-
creasingly insignificant role in future batteries 
and will disappear completely with solid-sta-
te batteries at the latest. However, the situa-
tion is different for manganese and especially 
for nickel. Both will play a much more import-
ant role in the coming battery generations. 
However, it is also important to know that 
most nickel and manganese production is 
consumed in the steel industry and that the 
nickel and manganese used here do not 
meet the requirements for the new types of 
batteries. 

For batteries, it is particularly important that 
there are no impurities in the nickel or man-
ganese used. 

In addition to the raw materials required for 
the battery itself, however, one should not 
forget the additional demand for raw materi-
als for the necessary infrastructure, the elec-
tric cars themselves and the raw materials 
required for the production of renewable 
energy for solar and wind. Here we see a sig-
nificant increase in demand in the coming 
years, especially for copper (infrastructure), 
silver (e-cars and solar) and rare earths (ma-
gnets for wind power). Analogous to lithium 
in the past years, we do not see any invest-
ments in the three metals mentioned to be 
prepared for the upcoming increase in de-
mand.  

The number of electric vehicles will multiply 

in the coming years

(Source: Hookyung Lee, Pixabay)
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Where do you see opportunities to increase 
lithium production in the coming years and 
what difficulties do you see?

Lithium production has increased in recent 
years primarily due to higher production of lit-
hium concentrate from Australia and it is no 
surprise to us that Australia has replaced Chi-
le as the world‘s largest lithium producer. We 
see very limited potential to significantly in-
crease production in South America in gene-
ral. Lithium production from brine, i.e. from 
dried up salt lakes in South America, is on the 
one hand limited by the water flowing into the 
salt lakes from the mountains and on the 
other hand almost all relevant salt lakes that 
can be exploited with conventional mining 
methods are already in production or in the 
development phase. It was therefore not sur-
prising that a takeover battle for Millennial Lit-
hium broke out this year and with Neo Lithium 
the second already advanced developer was 
taken over. Future potential is likely to focus 
primarily on Australia and North America. And 
here we come to the current dilemma. Al-
though Australia has additional lithium reser-
ves, so far only lithium concentrate is mined 
in Australia and this is then shipped to China 
where it is converted into lithium carbonate or 
lithium hydroxide, which is needed for battery 
production. This bottleneck represents a gi-
gantic challenge, especially in view of the ten-
sions between China and Australia. And we 
can well imagine restrictions or tariffs on un-

processed lithium from Australia in the co-
ming months and years. Similar to South 
America, voices are becoming louder in Aus-
tralia that see it as problematic to ship the 
valuable raw material lithium cheaply to China 
in order to have most of the value added the-
re afterwards. Against this background, there 
is a bigger question mark behind the expansi-
on of lithium production, and we expect that 
the expansion of Australian lithium producti-
on will fall short of expectations as long as 
Australia does not succeed in building up its 
own refinery capacities. And here we come 
directly to the crucial point for North America, 
which in itself has the greatest potential to fill 
the supply gap. However, there is no refining 
capacity in North America either and it is the-
refore extremely difficult and capital intensive 
to bring new projects into production. Howe-
ver, we do see new refining capacity being 
built in the coming years – whether by inde-
pendent companies looking to make a profit, 
by the US government looking to build a stra-
tegic reserve, or by one of the automakers 
(Tesla?) themselves. The drive for indepen-
dence from China is more pronounced in 
North America than in Europe and we already 
see refining capacity being built in North 
America in the medium term. This will lead to 
a re-evaluation of all North American projects, 
and we currently see the greatest opportuni-
ties for the development of additional lithium 
production in North America.   

 
What do you look for in a battery metal 
mining company or resource?

The most important criterion in our invest-
ments is the management of the company. 
Apart from the fact that too little investment 
has been made in the battery metals sector 
in recent years, the main problem is not to 
find a good project, but to find an experien-
ced management that can successfully bring 
the project into production. In addition, ESG 
criteria play a decisive role for us and are one 
of the reasons why we regularly visit our in-
vestments and seek contact with the local 
population. After all, who can give you better 
information than the local people who either 
work on the project every day or know so-
meone who does? In addition to manage-
ment, we also try to minimize political risk 
and concentrate our investments in North 
America and Australia. Especially in the lithi-
um sector you can‘t avoid investments in Ar-
gentina and Chile, but here we try to keep the 
risks manageable and carry out a particularly 
intensive due diligence. 

In addition to the points mentioned, we are 
also trying to invest in companies that can go 

into production under their own steam in the 
next 5 years and thus benefit directly from 
the positive upswing in the coming years.  

You are the manager of the Structured So-
lutions Next Generation Resources Fund. 
Which battery metals or stocks does this 
fund cover?

We established the fund in 2009 to give in-
vestors an opportunity to profit from the tran-
sition to electromobility. First and foremost, 
over 60% of the portfolio consists of lithium 
companies. We see no substitute for lithium 
in the coming generations of lithium batteries 
and believe that this is where the growth po-
tential is greatest. We also selectively invest 
in companies involved in the mining or explo-
ration of copper, manganese, rare earths and 
silver. 
We have positioned the fund to benefit in the 
best possible way from the growing demand 
for electric vehicles, and we continue to try to 
focus not only on the performance of battery 
metals, but also on identifying the best com-
panies within the sector. 

Performance of the Next Generation 

Resources Fund over the last 5 years in 

EUR

(Source: commoditycapital)

Performance of the Next Generation Resources Fund

Lithium hydroxide is needed for battery 

production

(Source: Xinle City Hongyuan)
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Alpha Lithium is a Canadian mining develop-
ment company that specializes in the disco-
very and development of high-grade lithium 
projects. Alpha Lithium has found what it is 
looking for in the South American lithium tri-
angle, an area with a large number of high-ca-
libre lithium deposits on the border of the 
three countries Argentina, Chile and Bolivia. 
There the company is developing two pro-
jects surrounded by several major lithium mi-
nes. By means of a unique processing me-
thod, lithium in high concentrations should 
soon be extracted from the ground there.

Tolillar Salar – 
Location and infrastructure

Alpha Lithium‘s flagship project is called Tolil-
lar and is located in the eponymous Tolillar 
Salar salt lake. The acquisition was made in 
March 2020, essentially through the acquisiti-
on of a private Canadian company through 
the issuance of treasury shares. The project 
comprises 10 concessions covering a total 
area of 27,500 hectares. Tolillar Salar is thus 
located in the well-known lithium triangle of 
Argentina, Bolivia and Chile and within the 
Puna geological region in northwestern Ar-
gentina. Tolillar Salar is surrounded by mul-
ti-billion-dollar lithium assets. 

Tolillar Salar is located approximately 3 hours 
by car from San Antonio de los Cobres (pre-
sence of all major services including fuel and 
medical supplies) and 6 hours by car from the 
provincial capital of Salta. The project site is 
served by a well-maintained paved and unpa-
ved road network, as well as a gravel and dirt 
road that runs within 10 kilometers of the pro-
ject. The nearest rail line in the region is an 
existing narrow-gauge railroad between Sal-
ta, Argentina and the Pacific Coast port of 
Antofagasta, Chile. A 600-megawatt, 375-ki-
lovolt power line between Salta and Mejillo-
nes, Chile runs approximately 150 kilometers 
north of the property. A natural gas pipeline 
runs less than 10 kilometres east of the pro-
ject area.

Tolillar Salar – 
Historical Exploration Activities

Since 2012, several explorations have taken 
place on the project site, including surface 
brine sampling campaigns, trench brine 
sampling, shallow borehole sampling, and a 
Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) survey. Ex-
ploration and drill samples were collected 
from shallow trenches and shallow boreholes 
in 2018. This included pumped samples du-
ring drilling. Laboratory results from the pum-
ping tests showed, among other things, that 
the subsurface brine in the northern portion of 
the permit area also has enriched lithium con-
centrations. Overall, lithium concentrations of 
up to 504 mg/L were detected in well samples. 
The ratio of magnesium to lithium at Tolillar 
Solar appears to be very low, which is favor-
able for traditional processing. Initial results 
for lithium & potassium concentrations from 
surface samples support a very favourable 
production scenario, especially as solar radi-
ation is very intense, particularly during the 
summer months of October to March, resul-
ting in extremely high evaporation rates. Des-
pite the aforementioned exploration activities, 
much of the concession area has never been 
extensively explored using modern explorati-
on methods.

Tolillar Solar – 
Own exploration activities and 
resource estimate

In November 2020, the Company announced 
that a VES survey suggests that the brine 
body prevalent in the northern part of the sa-
lar extends far to the south and also supports 
the concept that the basin in the Tolillar Salar 
is similar to the adjacent prolific Hombre Mu-
erto Salar. Similar to Hombre Muerto and 
other nearby lithium-rich salar basins in the 
region, Tertiary sedimentary rocks form the 
basin-bounding rocks to the west of Tolillar 
Salar and likely resulted in similar basin-filling 
conditions. The potentially favorable aquifer 
target identified in the VES study extends 

Alpha Lithium 
In the best lithium hot spot worldwide with a unique 
processing method  

Brad Nichol, CEO

beyond the southernmost extent of the sur-
veyed area and appears to extend deeper 
than what the instruments could measure, 
yielding a thickness of at least 170 meters. In 
addition, the VES results showed that the bri-
ne body, identified as penetrative in the initial 
geophysical survey, extends a further 10 
square kilometres into the southern part of 
Tolillar Salar. It is measured to be between 73 
metres and at least 267 metres thick and ex-
tends deeper than what the VES equipment 
was able to measure.

Based on these findings, Alpha Lithium initia-
ted a three-phase drilling campaign in De-
cember 2020, the purpose of which is to col-
lect lithium brine samples from depth and use 
them to begin evaluating the Direct Lithium 
Extraction (DLE) process that the Company 
intends to deploy. By the end of April 2021, 
the first two phases of the drilling campaign 
could be completed with a total of 4 produc-
tion holes. Based on promising historical data 
in the Tolillar Salar, Alpha Lithium decided to 
drill all holes as production holes rather than 
core holes. Core drilling, while faster to drill, 
does not result in pumpable wells where tra-
ditional aquifer testing can be conducted to 
obtain hydraulic parameters. Core samples 
provide lithological data that can take months 
to analyze, with the goal being simply to im-
prove knowledge of reservoir properties, such 
as drainable porosity. Production wells are 
immediately ready for production, can be log-
ged to determine effective porosity and per-
meability, and can be flow tested to determi-
ne brine pumpability parameters and the che-
mistry of the composite brine ultimately 
required for lithium processing. 

The Phase 3 drilling currently underway is ex-
pected to advance to a depth of at least 450 
metres, far deeper than any previous drilling. 
The objective is to prepare and publish a mai-
den proprietary resource estimate for Tolillar 
Salar upon completion of the entire drilling 
campaign.

Intended DLE process offers many 
advantages

In November 2020, Alpha Lithium announced 
that it had signed an agreement with Beyond 
Lithium SA to provide in-house expertise rela-
ting to brine processing and direct lithium ex-
traction (DLE). Beyond Lithium consists of an 
internationally recognized team of chemical 
process engineers with decades of experien-
ce advising and managing global leaders in 
the lithium sector. Beyond Lithium‘s directors 
have previously worked extensively on high 
profile projects including SQM‘s Atacama 
Project in Chile, Orocobre‘s Salar de Olaroz 
Project and Lithium America‘s Salar de 
Cauchari Project. 

Alpha‘s initial DLE assay returned a lithium 
concentration of 4,540 mg/L using raw brine 
from the historic Legacy well drilled by the 
previous owners in the Tolillar Salar. The 4,540 
mg/L result was achieved using a single pass 
reverse osmosis process. Later in the year, 
Alpha Lithium was able to increase the lithium 
concentration to nearly 9,500 mg/L, which 
was achieved through secondary ion exchan-
ge and reverse osmosis. This is the result of 
multiple brine samples taken from various 
depths in the well. The combination of high 
lithium concentration and exceptionally low 
impurity levels is critical for the subsequent 
process steps. Later in the year, after weeks 
of testing raw brine samples from the Tolillar 
Salar, the Company was able to produce the 
expected quantities of lithium hydroxide and 
lithium carbonate on a laboratory scale.

Lilac Solutions to bring further 
improvements

In parallel, Lilac Solutions Inc was engaged in 
April 2021 to undertake further technical work 
on direct lithium extraction on brine samples 
from Alpha Lithium‘s Tolillar Salar. Lilac‘s 
technical work is intended to complement Al-
pha Lithium‘s internal technical work being 
carried out by Beyond Lithium SA.
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lomerate Uranium One Group. Accordingly, 
wholly owned subsidiary Uranium One Hol-
ding N.V. is investing US$30 million in exchan-
ge for a 15% interest in Alpha‘s 27,500 hecta-
re Tolillar Salar in Argentina. Further, Uranium 
One holds an option to acquire an additional 
35% of Tolillar for US$185 million. If the option 
is exercised, Alpha would retain a 50% inte-
rest in Tolillar, which would be fully funded to 
the point of commercial production.

Hombre Muerto

In May 2021, Alpha Lithium signed a letter of 
intent to acquire an unencumbered 100% in-
terest in 3,800 hectares in Argentina‘s Salar 
Hombre Muerto, widely considered to be one 
of the highest-grade producing lithium brine 
salars in the world, comparable only to the 
Salar de Atacama in Chile. In June and Au-
gust 2021, the Company expanded this pro-
ject by an additional 1,272 hectares through 
two deals. Alpha Lithium will be surrounded 
by key players at Hombre Muerto, which is 
known for its high-quality brine with re-
cord-high lithium concentrations and excepti-
onally low impurities. It hosts Livent Corp‘s 
Fenix operation, which has been in commer-
cial production for over 25 years. Hombre 

Accordingly, Lilac was contracted to begin 
Stage 1 engineering. For this, 2,000 litres of 
brine samples were sent directly from the To-
lillar Salar to Lilac‘s offices in Oakland, Cali-
fornia. The brine was passed through Lilac‘s 
proprietary lithium extraction modules. This 
initial test will provide the Company with in-
formation on lithium recovery rates, lithium 
purity evaluation, lithium chloride chemical 
analysis determination, as well as initial infor-
mation on reagent quantities used and the 
preliminary range of operating costs that 
could be incurred in a future commercial pro-
duction facility, among other things. Based on 
the results of Phase 1 engineering, the Com-
pany may decide to proceed with Phase 2 
engineering, including refining initial OPEX 
numbers, establishing process design criteria 
and conducting lithium extraction tests for a 
feasibility study, and defining a customized 
process flow diagram for a pilot plant in the 
Tolillar Salar.

Entry of Uranium One

In November 2021, Alpha Lithium announced 
that it had entered into an asset transaction 
with international billion-dollar chemical cong-

Alpha Lithium is surrounded by big players 

and recently acquired projects.

(Source: Alpha Lithium)

Exclusive interview with Brad Nichol, 
CEO of Alpha Lithium   

What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

In the last year, the Company has achieved 
three major milestones. The first, is that we 
have attracted significant, global, institutional 
investors and built the treasury to over $30 
million. Over the last 12 months, the Compa-
ny has seen a total of 185 million shares tra-
ded amongst our investors, with an average 
trading volume of 730,000 shares per day. 
The second milestone is that we initiated and 
have almost completed a complete hy-
dro-geologically based exploration and dril-
ling program, which covers approximately 
70% of the 27,500 hectares of Tolillar Salar. 
This initial, extensive, exploration program 
defined the reservoir parameters and broad 
geological definition of the Tolillar Salar, in ad-
dition to providing the foundation for our next 
stage of resource definition. The third major 
milestone, which is the one I’m most excited 
about, is that we have slowly and quietly ac-

quired a large land position in the neighboring 
Hombre Muerto Salar – alongside multi-billi-
on-dollar giants like POSCO, Livent and Ga-
laxy/Orocobre. The quality of this salar is li-
terally world-class. We have acquired an en-
viable 5,000 hectares so far and we are not 
stopping here. Hombre Muerto will be the 
next sandbox in which we build a very serious 
castle!

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Like our previous achievements above, good 
things come in threes. The first catalyst I hope 
to see soon is a resource estimate and, ideal-
ly, a major chemical processing partner in To-
lillar Salar. This would see us build-out the 
on-salar infrastructure, such as additional 
wells, seismic, roads, an expanded camp and 
– most importantly – a pilot plant to demons-
trate small-scale viability of lithium carbonate 

Muerto is also home to the Sal de Oro project 
of Korean giant POSCO, which it acquired 
from Galaxy Resources Limited for US$280 
million. In addition, the southern part of Hom-
bre Muerto is home to Galaxy, which recently 
announced an AU$4 billion merger with Oro-
cobre Limited. A small VES survey was carri-
ed out on the property which confirmed the 
presence of the known underlying productive 
zones of the Hombre Muerto Salar. The Com-
pany plans to commence drilling in the area 
immediately.

Summary: Something big is 
growing up!

Alpha Lithium was able to achieve more in 
only one year than many lithium explorers in 
10 years. Right from the start, the company 

stepped on the gas and, in addition to explo-
ration, evaluated the possibility of processing 
using a modern, environmentally friendly DLE 
process. The management around CEO Brad 
Nichol and Country Manager David Guerrero, 
who knows the area very well and has already 
had success in the Hombre Muerto Salar, 
must be incredibly sure with the resource 
base that has not yet been determined, if they 
are going to drill production wells right away. 
Just as confident as a dozen or so high-profi-
le lithium investors who helped Alpha Lithium 
fund a whopping CA$23 million in fresh capi-
tal in February 2021 instead of the CA$10 mil-
lion originally planned. A leap of faith, which 
the management should repay shortly with 
top results.
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Noble Mineral Exploration Inc. finally acqui-
red the project. Mineralization at Crawford is 
contained within a serpentinized ultramafic 
area that has a distinct geophysical signature. 

Crawford Project – Resource

In October 2020, Canada Nickel released a 
new resource estimate based on the Canadi-
an NI43-101 resource calculation standard. 
This revealed that Crawford hosts a hig-
her-grade core resource of approximately 
280.2 million tonnes of measured and indica-
ted resources of 0.31% nickel, 0.013% cobalt 
and 0.040 g/t palladium + platinum within a 
total measured and indicated resource of 
approximately 653 million tonnes of 0.26% 
nickel and 0.013% cobalt. In addition, a hig-
her grade inferred resource of approximately 
109.9 million tonnes of 0.29% nickel and 
0.013% cobalt within a total inferred resource 
of approximately 497 million tonnes of 0.24% 
nickel and 0.013% cobalt. This makes the 
Crawford resource one of the 12 largest ni-
ckel deposits in the world!

Crawford Project – Preliminary 
Economic Assessment

In May 2021, Canada Nickel released a preli-
minary economic assessment (PEA) for Craw-
ford. This showed robust economics, suppor-
ted by an after-tax NPV of US$1.2 billion and 
an after-tax rate of return (IRR) of 16%. Craw-
ford could yield an annual average nickel pro-
duction of 75 million pounds (34,000 tonnes) 
over a mine life of 25 years. It would also pro-
duce significant iron and chrome by-products 
of 860,000 tonnes per year and 59,000 ton-
nes per year, respectively. In total, production 
over the mine life would be approximately 
842,000 tonnes of nickel, 21 million tonnes of 
iron and 1.5 million tonnes of chromium with 
a combined value of US$24 billion. Net all-in 
sustaining costs were estimated at US$1.94 
per pound of nickel, including by-products. 
Crawford would have annual EBITDA of 

Canada Nickel is a Canadian mining develop-
ment company specializing in the battery me-
tal nickel. The company was listed on the 
stock exchange at the end of February 2020. 
Canada Nickel owns 100% of the Crawford 
nickel-cobalt sulphide project, which hosts 
one of the world‘s largest nickel deposits in 
an established mining camp and is adjacent 
to existing infrastructure north of Timmins, 
Ontario, Canada. A preliminary economic as-
sessment recently showed robust numbers. 
The Company is working hard to establish a 
new nickel district and net zero CO

2 footprint. 
 

Crawford flagship project – locati-
on and infrastructure

The approximately 2,300-hectare Crawford 
Nickel-Cobalt Core Project is located appro-
ximately 35 kilometres north of the mining 
town of Timmins, within the Timmins Mining 
Camp of the same name, which has a history 
of over one hundred years as a mining dis-
trict. Highway 655 runs directly through the 
project site, as does a 550 kV power line. The 
Lower Sturgeon Falls hydroelectric power 
station is only three kilometres away. Glenco-
re‘s Kidd Creek mine and mill, including train 
service, is only about 10 kilometres away, and 
the Hoyle smelter/refinery is about 40 kilome-
tres by road and 25 kilometres by rail from 
Kidd Creek. Timmins itself has sufficient ex-
perienced mining personnel.

Crawford Project – Limited Histo-
rical Exploration Activities 

The Crawford project has only recently come 
into the focus of modern exploration. Inco 
drilled several holes in the 1960s, all of which 
indicated large nickel anomalies. Minimal ex-
ploration was carried out in the 1970s and 
1980s. By 2011, the entire area was owned 
by forestry companies, so no exploration took 
place for several decades and the project 
was almost forgotten. In addition, no nickel 
outcrops were found on the property. In 2011, 
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and/or lithium hydroxide production. The se-
cond catalyst would be the initialization of a 
drilling campaign on our properties in Homb-
re Muerto. We already know that Hombre Mu-
erto houses some of the highest lithium con-
centrations in the world and the level of impu-
rities are very low; thus, starting from such a 
pure position, we would expect to eventually 
produce some of the world’s highest quality, 
battery grade lithium. The third catalyst I hope 
for is to add some even bigger pieces to our 
Hombre Muerto position. When you’re in the 
world’s best neighborhood already, it seems 
only logical to continue adding to your alrea-
dy-strong position.

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

I really like this question because I live and 
breathe Argentine lithium and I might so-
metimes forget that our shareholders might 
not know what I know and see what I get to 
see. Argentina today – and the global lithium 
market in general – is experiencing complete 

madness. For the last few weeks, we have 
witnessed a seemingly desperate rush on be-
half of lithium users/purchasers/processors 
to acquire resources. Millennial Lithium (just 
north of us) and Neo Lithium (just south of us) 
are the two most recent examples of industry 
looking to acquire the underlying lithium re-
sources and secure their supply source for 
the future. Our operations in Tolillar and Hom-
bre Muerto Salars are early stage; however, 
they are large, unencumbered positions in or 
near the world’s most famous and highly-
sought-after salars. This is a great time to be 
a well-capitalized, production-focused junior 
with 100% ownership of enviable lithium as-
sets. Even better – in my opinion, it is a great 
time to be a shareholder of such a junior com-
pany!

Canada Nickel 
Huge nickel deposit with robust PEA 
in Canada

Mark Selby, CEO
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ckel Property and the first two holes on the 
Kingsmill Property intersected mineralized 
dunite over a core length of up to 417 Meters.
In November 2021, Canada Nickel acquired 
an additional 13 exploration projects around 
Timmins.

Emergence of NetZero Metals

In July 2020, a wholly owned subsidiary, Net-
Zero Metals, was formed to commence rese-
arch and development of a processing facility 
in the Timmins region to leverage existing 
technology to produce carbon-free nickel, 
cobalt and iron products. The Company has 
applied for trademarks for the terms NetZero 
NickelTM, NetZero CobaltTM and NetZero 
IronTM in the United States, Canada and 
other jurisdictions in connection with the car-
bon-free production of nickel, cobalt and iron 

North, Aubin-Mahaffy, Kingsmill-Aubin and 
MacDiarmid and Bradburn-Dargravel. This 
followed Canada Nickel identifying a total of 7 
nickel-bearing structures on the new conces-
sions as early as mid-2020, extending over a 
strike length of approximately 30 kilometres 
with widths ranging from 150 to 600 metres. 
Airborne geophysical surveys were conduc-
ted in October 2020. This resulted in the iden-
tification of a 1,800 metre by 400 metre ex-
ploration target at MacDiarmid which is 15% 
larger than the Crawford Main Zone. The first 
three holes drilled at MacDiarmid returned si-
gnificant intercepts of mineralized dunite in 
2021, similar to the average mineralization 
originally discovered by the Company at 
Craw ford. The first two discovery holes on 
the Nesbitt nickel property intersected visible 
nickel sulphides in a geophysical target that is 
3.7 kilometres long and 100 to 400 metres 
wide. The first two holes on the Mahaffy Ni-

Crawford Project – 
Platinum-Palladium Discovery

In March 2020, Canada Nickel announced the 
discovery of a new palladium-platinum zone 
discovered through drilling. Multiple drill ho-
les intersected this zone, starting at the be-
drock contact and extending to a depth of 
500 metres over a strike length of 600 metres. 
The separate PGM zone returned grades of 
up to 2.6 g/t palladium + platinum over 7.5 
metres. With palladium prices in excess of 
CA$1,800 per ounce and few new palladium 
discoveries worldwide, the discovery of this 
new multi-gram, near-surface palladium-pla-
tinum zone, which parallels Crawford‘s exis-
ting nickel-cobalt-palladium resource, un-
derscores Crawford‘s significant potential 
and provides additional options in the de-
velopment of the project.

Crawford project – 
Glencore deal

In January 2020, Canada Nickel announced a 
sensational deal with Glencore that should 
greatly improve the economics of the Craw-
ford project. This allowed for the signing of a 
non-binding letter of intent for the potential 
use of Glencore‘s Kidd concentrator and  
metallurgical site in Timmins, Ontario, for the 
treatment and processing of material from 
Craw ford. Crawford is located 40 kilometres 
north of Glencore‘s operations. The facility 
has a rated capacity of 12,500 tonnes per day 
and has a full water intake and discharge per-
mit and a thickened tailings storage facility. 
The site has inbound and outbound rail  
access via the Ontario Northland Railway.

Massive expansion of the 
Crawford project and other bull‘s-
eyes

In March 2020 and April 2021, Canada Nickel 
announced that it had entered into an agree-
ment with Noble Mineral Resources to  
expand the Crawford Project whereby Cana-
da Nickel acquired 100% of the previous op-
tion areas, Crawford-Nesbitt-Aubin, Nesbitt 

US$439 million and free cash flow of US$274 
million. The use of autonomous trolley trucks 
and electric shovels would reduce diesel 
consumption by 40%, contributing signifi-
cantly to the achievement of a net zero CO2 
footprint.

With this PEA, the Company has been able to 
confirm the economic viability of Crawford, 
notwithstanding the fact that it arguably has 
far greater potential. 

Crawford Project – 
Exploration Potential

This is because although the Crawford re-
source already appears huge, only a fraction 
of the total strike length has been explored to 
date. The higher-grade core area has been 
defined over a length of 2.6 km with a width of 
150-220 metres and to a depth of about 650 
metres. There is still enormous potential, par-
ticularly at depth. For example, one hole was 
drilled to a vertical depth of 850 metres. The 
assayed sample averaged 0.31% nickel, 
0.013% cobalt, 0.022g/t palladium and 
0.008g/t platinum over 901 metres. Conti-
nuous drilling has been conducted throug-
hout 2020 and 2021 and has produced some 
spectacular results. For example, 27 metres 
at 0.40% nickel plus cobalt, palladium and 
platinum. In addition, a new zone called the 
East Zone was discovered in May 2020. The-
re 256 metres with 0.30% nickel and 0.05g/t 
palladium + platinum were proven. In additi-
on, a higher-grade core was also discovered 
there in 2021, which yielded 576 metres of 
0.31% nickel, among others. In October 
2020, Canada Nickel announced the disco-
very of a third zone called the West Zone. The 
company initially drilled 4 holes and found 30 
meters of 0.29% nickel and 0.014% cobalt 
ending in mineralization. Finally, in December, 
they were able to discover a fourth, the North 
Zone. This covers approximately 1,100 met-
res by 400 metres.

Metallurgical test results published in Octo-
ber 2021 confirmed very good recoveries of 
62% for nickel, 45% for iron and 70% for co-
balt. 

Canada Nickel recently secured additional 

project areas (blue) in addition to its 

high-profile projects (red), which it hopes 

will yield similar nickel deposits.

(Source: Canada Nickel)
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Summary: New resource estimate 
and feasibility study in progress

Canada Nickel owns 100% of the Crawford 
nickel-cobalt sulphide project, a brand-new 
nickel discovery with huge potential in an es-
tablished mining camp, one of the best infra-
structures in Canada. Crawford continues to 
have significant expansion potential as only a 
fraction of the existing anomalies have been 
tested to date, as recent discoveries have 
clearly demonstrated. The newly acquired re-
gional exploration targets are also exciting as 
they share the same geophysical signatures 
that led to the Crawford discovery. Given 
Craw ford‘s proven track record, this provides 
much larger areas for full development of 
Crawford and additional exploration targets 
that could potentially host similar nickel-co-
balt deposits to Crawford. It is interesting in 
this context that MacDiarmid may have been 
discovered as a sort of second Crawford. 
Furthermore, the Glencore deal should have a 
strong impact on the project‘s economics, as 
it should eliminate high capital costs. A new 
resource estimate has been announced for 
early 2022, with a feasibility study to be relea-
sed by mid-2022. With a $12 million financing 
in mid-2021, Canada Nickel is currently suffi-
ciently financed.

products. Canada Nickel will explore the po-
tential for producing nickel and cobalt pro-
ducts from existing pyrometallurgical proces-
ses such as roasting, sulphation and reducti-
on using electric arc furnaces (which use 
natural gas as a reductant instead of coke or 
coal), with off-gases captured and vented to 
capture the carbon generated CO

2 by the 
waste rock and residue from the Crawford Ni-
ckel Cobalt Sulphide Project. 

Exclusive interview with Mark Selby, 
CEO of Canada Nickel  
What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

Canada Nickel has rapidly advanced its 100% 
owned Crawford Nickel-Sulphide Project, 
which is located in the world-class Tim-
mins-Cochrane mining camp. 

The Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA), 
which confirmed robust economics showing 
an after-tax NPV 8% of US$1.2 billion and an 
after-tax IRR of 16% was completed in May 

2021 and also demonstrated that Crawford 
has the potential to be one of the five largest 
nickel-sulphide operations. The company 
then immediately begun its Feasibility Study 
expected to be completed in 2022, just three 
years after drilling commenced.   

The Company has a number of substantial 
upsides for the feasibility.  The company is tar-
geting a 50-100% increase in the resource 
utilized in the feasibility study and recently an-
nounced results from successful infill drilling 

from the East Zone which also uncovered a 
High-Grade Core running along the majority of 
the 2.1 km strike of the deposit. 

A 4-5 percentage point improvement in nickel 
recovery is also targeted as the PEA was 
completed with less than one year of metallur-
gy work.  The initial results were recently an-
nounced and indicated a 6-16 percentage 
point improvement recovery in the 4 samples 
that were tested and additional improvement 
in Co, Fe recovery and Fe concentrate grades.

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

The most significant catalysts will be the com-
pletion of a Feasibility Study by the end of 
2022, and a resource update which will be uti-
lized in the feasibility study by mid-2022 with 
a target of 50-100% increase in the existing 
resource.  

The Company is advancing on a large number 
of different fronts: selecting a strategic inves-

tor by the end of 2021, quantifying the poten-
tial for the Company’s tailings and waste rock 
to spontaneously absorb CO2 to allow Net-
Zero carbon production of nickel, cobalt, and 
iron; advancing MOUs with the local First Na-
tions to definitive agreements, and initiating 
the permitting process for the project.

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

Once again, nickel demand growth continues 
to be underestimated by most analysts – ni-
ckel demand is up 15%+ this year (3-5X other 
base metals) driven by a combination of de-
mand from the EV sector growing by more 
than 100% and demand from stainless steel 
growing by more than 10%. This demand 
growth is leading to the largest nickel market 
deficit ever in 2021 – contrary to most analys-
ts who forecast the market at the start of the 
year to be in a 3-5% surplus and consistent 
with the Company’s view of the emergence of 
a nickel super cycle by the middle of this 
decade.
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Canada Nickel Company

Canada Nickel continues to demonstrate 

significant metallurgical performance 

improvements at Crawford Nickel Sulfide 

Project

(Source: Canada Nickel)
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Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Metallurgical Studies

The lithium in the deposit is associated with 
illite and smectite clays and can be leached 
with dilute sulfuric acid, followed by filtration, 
solution purification, concentration and elect-
rolysis to recover high purity lithium. Extensi-
ve metallurgical work determined optimal 
conditions for leaching, including time, acid 
concentration and temperature. Testing sho-
wed that there was little difference in sample 
depth, oxidation or weathering state of the 
clays. Extensive leaching tests were perfor-
med on samples to obtain slurries for rheolo-
gy, filtration and lithium recovery tests. The 
tests gave average results of 86.5% recovery 
of lithium at only 126.5 kg/tonne acid 
consumption. Tests were conducted to iden-
tify a commercial means of solid-liquid sepa-
ration, with specific conditions and equip-
ment identified. Solids from filtration tests si-
mulating the final circuit were generated. The 
solids after single stage washing are suitable 
for transport by conveyor belt to a conventio-
nal dry tailings storage facility. NORAM En-
gineering & Constructors Ltd and CMS desi-
gned and tested the flowsheet for the reco-
very of the lithium from solution. A very 
successful test programme which delivered a 
purified, concentrated lithium solution suitab-
le for the production of high purity lithium hy-
droxide (LiOH).

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Pilot Plant

With the knowledge gained from extensive 
metallurgical testing, Cypress Development 
was able to design its own pilot plant. This 
utilizes an existing metallurgical facility near 
Beatty, Nevada. The plant could be commis-
sioned in November 2021. This will operate at 
a rate of 1 tonne per day and is designed to 
properly interact and test the major compo-
nents within the extraction process and 
evaluate the resulting lithium products. Ope-
ration of the pilot plant will provide essential 

high extractions prove that the predominant 
lithium-bearing minerals are not hectorite, a 
refractory clay mineral that requires roasting 
and/or high acid consumption to release the 
lithium. The flat lying deposit allows mining 
with a low overburden ratio. Open pit mining 
does not require drilling or blasting during 
excavation. Currently, Clayton Valley has a re-
source of 1,304 million tonnes of rock avera-
ging 905 ppm lithium (6.28 million tonnes LCE 
- lithium carbonate equivalent) based on a 
cut-off grade of 400 ppm lithium. Reserves 
are 213 million tonnes averaging 1,129 ppm 
lithium (1.28 million tonnes LCE).

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Positive PEA and Pre-Feasibility 
Studies

A Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) 
was already prepared in 2018, which certified 
positive economic viability. 

Cypress Development then commissioned 
the preparation of a pre-feasibility study, 
which was published in August 2020 and op-
timized again in a modified form by March 
2021. This showed very good economic via-
bility, even for a moderate base case lithium 
carbonate price of only US$9,500 per tonne. 
Based on an average production rate of 
15,000 tonnes per day, the pre-feasibility stu-
dy calculated an annual production of 27,400 
tonnes of lithium carbonate equivalent over a 
40-year mine life. The estimated capital cost 
of this is US$493 million, with estimated 
pre-production and operating costs avera-
ging US$3,387 per tonne of LCE. An after-tax 
NPV-8% of US$1.03 billion and an after-tax 
IRR of 25.8% have also been calculated. For 
a 50% higher lithium carbonate price of 
US$14,250, the NPV would be US$2.142 bil-
lion, and the IRR would be 41.3%. 

A further bankable feasibility study is current-
ly underway and is expected to be published 
in 2022.

Clayton Valley. Connection to the electric grid 
is available at the substation in Silver Peak. 
Water is currently supplied by Silver Peak‘s 
municipal water supply, although Cypress 
Development is already in the process of se-
curing extensive water rights. Nevada itself is 
considered the best mining region in the U.S. 
and is ranked third in the world by the presti-
gious Fraser Institute‘s annual Survey of Mi-
ning Countries.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Exploration, Geology and 
Resource

Cypress Development acquired the initial 
project claims in 2016 and conducted exten-
sive drilling campaigns and metallurgical tes-
ting over the next three years. The Compa-
ny‘s exploration and development work 
quickly led to the discovery of a world-class 
resource of lithium-bearing mudstone near 
the brine field east and south of Angel Island, 
an outcrop of Paleozoic carbonates that out-
crop from lake-bottom sediments. Lithium 
mineralization occurs within the montmorillo-
nite clays in the sediments to a depth of at 
least 150 metres. Metallurgical tests have 
shown that low-cost processing is possible 
by leaching with low acid consumption and 
high lithium recovery of over 85% Li. These 

Cypress Development is a Canadian mining 
development company specializing in the 
base and battery metal lithium. The company 
is focused on the development of its 100% 
owned Clayton Valley Lithium Project in Ne-
vada, USA. Cypress Development has alrea-
dy announced a high-profile discovery of a 
world-class lithium-rich mudstone resource 
near Albemarle‘s Silver Peak Mine, North 
America‘s only lithium brine operation, at its 
project site, which is also adjacent to several 
other advanced lithium projects. A 2021 en-
hanced pre-feasibility study certified excel-
lent economics for the project. The company 
is currently working on optimizing the proces-
sing with the help of its own pilot plant.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The Clayton Valley Lithium Project is located 
in the Clayton Valley of the same name, in the 
southeast of the US state of Nevada, east of 
Albemarle‘s Silver Peak lithium mine, which 
has been in operation since 1966. Cypress 
Development‘s project encompasses appro-
ximately 6,558 acres and is situated amidst 
very well-developed infrastructure. Several 
state highways connect Silver Peak to the 
main road network in Nevada. Gravel roads 
connect Silver Peak to the southern half of 

Cypress Development 
High-Calibre and Advanced Lithium Project with Top 
Prefeasibility Study in Nevada

William Willoughby, CEO: 

Cypress Development's Clayton Valley 

project is immediately adjacent 

to Albemarle's high-grade Silver Peak 

lithium mine.

(Source: Cypress Development)
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What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Our attention now is fully on the pilot plant. 
The initial work will test our design assump-
tions, then, depending on results, we will look 
for ways to improve or optimize our proces-
sing. While this is going on, there will be work 
on the Feasibility Study and permitting.

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

From all the market studies and the announ-
cements, we see for new battery factories, 
EVs, and storage devices, we believe the pre-
sent demand and future for battery metals, 
lithium in particular, is bullish. That said, our 
goal is to develop a project which is environ-
mentally sound while being low on the cost 
curve. In mining, we are used to boom and 
bust cycles in prices. We see Cypress, howe-
ver, as being well positioned to contribute to 
future supply.      
  

What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

Cypress has grown appreciably over the last 
year, thanks to our team’s success in achie-
ving several milestones. To begin with, we had 
positive studies which led to our chloride lea-
ching approach for extracting lithium from 
clay. In March, we closed a $20 million finan-
cing. With this financing in hand, we procee-
ded to purchase water rights for our project 
and focus efforts on our pilot plant program. 
We completed the design, purchasing and as-
sembly of the plant. This included a license 
agreement with Chemionex for its Lionex Di-
rect Lithium Extraction (DLE) process. Our pi-
lot plant is now up and running and testing is 
underway.
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Cypress Development Corp.

management and board level team member 
in the strategic growth of a number of publicly 
traded companies, and has participated in or 
overseen the raising of more than $750 milli-
on in equity and debt instruments in the mi-
ning industry.

Project Manager Adam Knight is a professio-
nal mining engineer who has worked in the 
mining industry since 1994. Prior to joining 
Cypress, he worked as a consultant and pro-
ject manager for Practical Mining LLC in Elko, 
Nevada. Until 2015, he was vice president 
operations at EMC Metals Corp. Prior to that, 
Knight served in various operational roles for 
Teranga Gold, Premier Magnesia and Anglo-
Gold. He has experience in both surface and 
underground mining.

Summary: The first interested 
parties should not be long in 
coming

Cypress Development has a very advanced 
lithium project in one of the best mining juris-
dictions in the world. The company is already 
in the definitive feasibility phase. A bankable 
feasibility study is in the pipeline for next year, 
and a pilot plant is already underway, which 
should further de-risk the project. The project 
has the potential to recover other by-pro-
ducts besides lithium, including rare earths, 
primarily scandium, neodymium and dyspro-
sium, which have been identified in solution, 
as well as alkali salts. However, these have 
not yet been included in the prefeasibility stu-
dy, which offers further upside potential. In 
addition, the company is in the process of se-
curing incredibly important water rights. Ta-
ken together, this is a top development that 
Cypress Development has to show and will 
still accomplish in the coming months. This is 
also the view of investors, who provided the 
company with fresh capital in March (well 
oversubscribed financing of CA$19.5 million) 
and November 2021 (CA$6.9 million through 
the exercise of warrants). This described mix 
should soon put potential takeover bidders 
on the scene.   

data for the planned feasibility study and will 
also enable Cypress to produce marketing 
samples to support negotiations with potenti-
al customers and strategic partners. The goal 
is to demonstrate the production of lithium 
hydroxide on a larger scale. Results from the 
various areas of the plant, from leaching and 
tailings handling to solution processing and 
recycling, chemical consumption and water 
balance, will provide the data necessary to 
advance the project to feasibility.

Clayton Valley Lithium Project – 
Water Rights

In May 2021, Cypress Development announ-
ced that it had entered into a letter of intent to 
acquire water rights. In early November 2021, 
the Nevada Division of Water Resources 
approved a term extension to the seller Neva-
da Sunrise Gold Corp for its Nevada Water 
Right Permit 44411, which was a key conditi-
on of the water rights purchase. The permit 
allows the use of 1,770 acre/feet of water per 
year for mining, milling and other uses and is 
an important milestone towards meeting the 
water supply requirements and development 
of the Clayton Valley Lithium Project.

Strong management team

Cypress Development has a very experien-
ced and strong management team.

President, CEO and Director Dr. William Wil-
loughby is a mining engineer with 38 years of 
experience in all aspects of natural resource 
development. Since 2014, he has been prin-
cipal and owner of the consulting firm Wil-
loughby & Associates, PLLC. Prior to that, he 
was President and COO of International 
Enexco Ltd, which was acquired by Denison 
Mines in 2014. Prior to that, he held various 
positions at Teck Cominco.

CFO Abraham Jonker is a seasoned financial 
executive with nearly 30 years of experience 
in the mining industry. Jonker has played an 
instrumental role in several corporate reorga-
nizations and restructurings, has been a key 

Exclusive interview with 
William Will oughby, CEO of Cypress 
Development 

Tests from the pilot plant (Source: Cypress Development)
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In another sub-area called Tabalosos, the 
combination of seismic and modern remote 
sensing of the surface from high resolution 
satellite imagery led to the discovery of 4 mi-
neralized zones. This included trenching de-
tecting 2.0 metres of 4.9% copper and 62 g/t 
silver, 1.3 metres of 3.5% copper and 86 g/t 
silver, 1.0 metre of 6.3% copper and 101 g/t 
silver, 1.8 metres of 3.7% copper and 42 g/t 
silver and 2.2 metres of 2.4% copper and 29 
g/t silver. During 2021, Hannan Metals repor-
ted further very good results from the soil 
geochemical sampling program on the Taba-
losos East Prospect, demonstrating cop-
per-silver mineralization over a combined 
length of 24 kilometres. 
Further, during the third quarter of 2021, the 
Company completed a large-scale LiDAR 
survey covering 2,782 line kilometres over 
64,500 hectares of the JOGMEC JV San Mar-
tin Project. Further trenching returned 2.8 me-
tres of 3.0% copper including 1.6 metres of 
5.3% copper and 83g/t silver. A total of three 
completely new outcrops were discovered 
just under two kilometres north of the known 
mineralization. 

Ucayali project – 
the second hot iron in the fire

Until Hannan Metals is required to make its 
own exploration expenditures on the JOG-
MEC Joint Venture, it has the option to focus 
its own resources on its other projects. 
As a result, in January 2021 Hannan Metals 
announced the acquisition of another project 
area called Ucayali in Peru. The Ucayali pro-
ject, comprising 906 square kilometres of mi-
ning concession applications, consists of two 
sub-projects, Previsto and Belen, and has 
been identified for 6 months through remote 
studies and reprocessing of government pet-
roleum exploration data. Hannan Metals be-
lieves Previsto is highly prospective for alka-
line porphyry copper-gold systems. Ingem-
met, Peru‘s geological, mining and 
metallurgical institute, has a history of detec-
ting intrusions on the project area. 

The Company will receive an additional 8% if 
it either conducts a feasibility study or funds 
an additional US$15,000,000 in project ex-
penditures.
Should JOGMEC fail to complete a pre-feasi-
bility study or spend a total of US$20,000,000, 
Hannan Metals has the option to buy back a 
2% interest for as little as US$1.00, giving it 
back a 51% majority interest in the joint ven-
ture. 
Upon completion of a feasibility study, JOG-
MEC has the option to receive either an addi-
tional 10% at a „fair“ value or an additional 
10% in exchange for JOGMEC agreeing to 
fund the development of the project by provi-
ding Hannan with a loan until the San Martin 
project generates positive cash flow.
After JOGMEC has spent US$35,000,000 
and before a feasibility study has been com-
pleted, both parties will fund the expenditure 
on a pro rata basis or dilute through an indus-
try standard dilution formula. In the event that 
either party‘s interest in the joint venture is 
diluted to less than 5%, that party‘s interest 
will automatically convert to a 2% net smelter 
royalty.

San Martin – 
Exploration Activities & First 
Successes

On the JOGMEC project area, Hannan Metals 
has already identified several potentially 
high-grade copper-silver zones. In July 2020, 
a 17,500 square kilometre regional long range 
geological survey was completed which iden-
tified prospective mineralized trends over a 
120-kilometre strike length, as well as the 
identification of several new stratiform cop-
per-silver targets.
This led to the discovery of copper-silver mi-
neralization over a 73-kilometre strike length. 
There, trenching intersected 2.0 metres of 
5.9% copper and 66 g/t silver, 0.6 metres of 
8.7% copper and 59 g/t silver, 3.0 metres of 
2.5% copper and 22 g/t silver, and 0.2 metres 
of 6.9% copper and 32 g/t silver, among 
others. 

San Martin Project – 
Geology

San Martin hosts a newly identified, high-gra-
de copper-silver system that extends across 
the eastern Andes in Peru and adjacent coun-
tries. Geologically, this has striking similarities 
to sedimentary copper-silver deposits, inclu-
ding the giant copper shale deposits in Eas-
tern Europe and the African Copper Belt  
deposits in sub-Saharan Africa, two of the  
largest copper areas on Earth. Hannan recog-
nized the exceptional potential for large cop-
per-silver deposits in this part of Peru and has 
aggressively staked out a dominant land po-
sition.

San Martin Project – 
JOGMEC Deal

In November 2020, Hannan Metals entered 
into a binding agreement for an option and 
joint venture agreement with Japan Oil, Gas 
and Metals National Corporation („JOG-
MEC“), an independent Japanese govern-
ment management entity formed in 2004 by 
the merger of the former Japan National Oil 
Corporation with the former Metal Mining 
Agency of Japan. Under the Agreement, 
JOGMEC has the option to acquire up to 
75% in the San Martin Project by spending 
up to US$35,000,000 to provide a feasibility 
study to the Joint Venture. This is not Hannan 
Metal‘s entire San Martin project, but appro-
ximately 656 of the 937 square kilometres of 
acreage. 
Pursuant to the Agreement, JOGMEC is gran-
ted the option to earn an initial 51% interest 
by funding project expenditures of $8,000,000 
over a four-year period, which may be accele-
rated at JOGMEC‘s discretion.  In addition, 
JOGMEC has agreed to reimburse Hannan 
for all project related costs since April 1, 
2020.
JOGMEC can then receive an additional 16% 
share by either conducting a pre-feasibility 
study or making an additional US$12,000,000 
in project expenditures.

Hannan Metals is a Canadian mining develop-
ment company focused on discovering and 
developing well-located, high-grade battery 
and precious metals projects in secure juris-
dictions. In 2018, the company recognized an 
opportunity to diversify its base metals port-
folio and staked claims for copper in Peru. 
Not only do they hold one of the 10 largest 
land packages of any foreign mining compa-
ny there, but they were also able to secure 
JOGMEC, a real big player in the mining in-
dustry, as a joint venture partner. The steady 
expansion of the land package and conti-
nuous exploration successes make Hannan 
Metals one of the hottest copper players in 
South America. 

San Martin Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The flagship project, named San Martin and 
100% owned by Hannan, covers 1,054 squa-
re kilometres and is located 30 kilometres 
northwest of the city of Tarapoto. The con-
cessions cover a total of 120 kilometres of the 
prospective host horizon. Hannan Metals has 
already received an exploration permit for 329 
square kilometres. Access to the project is 
excellent via a nearby paved highway, while 
elevations range from 400 to 1,600 metres in 
a region of high rainfall and predominantly fo-
rest cover. 

Hannan Metals 
Mega-partner finances the development of one 
of the main projects

Michael Robert Hudson, CEO

(Source: Hannan Metals)
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We believe Hannan is uniquely leveraged to 
make significant grassroots discoveries in two 
prospective, yet unexplored terrains in Peru.  
If successful, these will be compelling targets 
for the major gold and copper mining houses 
in the years to come. 

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

Amazingly bullish. Copper consumption, dri-
ven in part by the electrification of everything 
will double over the next 30 years.  We simply 
have not discovered enough metal to satisfy 
this demand. World-class new mineralized 
terrains, just like Hannan have found, will be-
come incredibly valuable.  The need for higher 
grade and low impact mines will become even 
more imperative.

have defined a vast basin wide copper hori-
zon discovered over 120km averaging 2-5m @ 
2-5% copper + silver and developed strong 
community relationship and permitting under-
way for drilling in Q2 2022.
At the Previsto Project we are focused on 
back-arc Miocene age porphyry copper-gold 
systems (looking for the “next” Bajo de Alum-
brera) and have delineated 5-7 porphyry  
mineralizing systems over a 140km x 50km 
area. Tenure is just being granted and more 
detailed exploration work in next 6 months.

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Hannan’s exploration programs are fully fun-
ded in 2021 with a Peru-wide exploration pro-
ject budget of US$2.7M.
At San Martin, the focus is to continue to build 
a basin-scale project and complete the DIA in 
early 2022 to permit drilling. At Previsto, the 
Company is permitting more detailed work in-
cluding soil sampling, mapping and trenching 
as well as preparing for a high resolution air-
borne magnetic survey in 2022.

ding Broken Hill (zinc, lead), in Pakistan (zinc), 
Peru (Accha – zinc, Bongara – zinc), Olary 
(copper-gold) and in Sweden (Norra Kärr – 
heavy rare earths). Together with President 
Lars Dahlenborg and Director Georgina Car-
negie, he forms part of Mawson Gold‘s suc-
cessful team that discovered, among others, 
the high-calibre Rompas-Rajapalot gold de-
posit in Finland. 

Summary: 
Several hot irons in the fire

Basically, not much has happened at Hannan 
Metals yet. And yet, even in the early stages 
of exploration at San Martin, a mega-partner 
like JOGMEC is securing a foot in the door. 
US$35 million is not something even a major 
player in the industry spends just for fun. The 
company‘s own due diligence must have 
been correspondingly promising. While JOG-
MEC is financially pushing the development 
of San Martin on its own, Hannan Metals can 
use its own money for the development of the 
second promising project and possibly land a 
second top-class project. Through the exerci-
se of warrants, the company was able to ge-
nerate CA$1.7 million in fresh funds in July 
2021.

Also in January 2021, Hannan Metals an-
nounced initial exploration success and a real 
bull‘s eye from Previsto. Initial reconnaissan-
ce work has identified a large-scale hydro-
thermal system within a 6 x 3-kilometre area 
on the project site that has the potential to 
host a porphyry copper-gold mineral system 
with an associated skarn. Several copper and 
gold mineralized float samples were taken in 
the process, with the best float sample retur-
ning 25.6% copper and 28 g/t silver in an in-
terpreted supergene enrichment zone. The 
work carried out focused on an area exten-
ding 10 kilometres north-south and remaining 
open to the north, west and south. Copper 
and gold mineralized porphyritic intrusive 
rocks were also detected within flotation 
samples in streams, along with iron oxides, 
copper oxides and pyrite. Another anomalous 
copper and gold target has been identified in 
the Belen area.  

Well-established management 
team can already point to several 
successes

Hannan Metals‘ management knows how to 
find and develop significant deposits. 
CEO Michael Hudson has been instrumental 
in the discovery of advanced projects inclu-

Exclusive interview with Michael Robert 
Hudson, CEO of Hannan Metals  
What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

With 2,154 sq km of mineral tenure, Hannan is 
now a top 10 Peruvian concession holder in a 
country that is dominated by some of the wor-
ld’s largest exploration and mining compa-
nies.  Hannan is one of the few juniors to ac-
quire such a significant land position.
Our aims are to find super scale mineralizing 

systems in new frontier areas which will be 
compelling targets for the major gold and 
copper mining houses. Hannan is uniquely le-
veraged to make a significant grassroots dis-
covery.
At the San Martin Project, which covers a new, 
basin-scale high-grade sediment-hosted cop-
per-silver system situated along the foreland 
region of the eastern Andes Mountains, we 
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commenced a drilling campaign in Septem-
ber 2021, which consists of 73 shallow auger 
holes on a wide 1 kilometre by 1 kilometre 
spacing. The wells have been drilled to a 
depth of approximately six metres. Potentially 
lithium-bearing clays and evaporites will be 
sampled in each hole, as well as lithium bri-
nes intersected in these shallow holes. The 
main body of the Urgakh Naran Salar is 
approximately 10 x 3 kilometres in size. 

Mining-friendly Mongolia with 
unexplored raw material potential 
and great locational advantages

Mongolia is generally considered a very mi-
ning-friendly country. Overall, Mongolia‘s mi-
ning industry contributes 20% to Mongolia‘s 
GDP and 80-90% to the country‘s exports. 
The big advantage is that it is a neighbour of 
two huge markets: China & Russia. For the 
commodity companies, especially the low 
transport costs to the Chinese commodity 
markets are a big location advantage. Moreo-
ver, there has been no historical exploration of 
battery metals for decades. The current go-
vernment emphasizes an investment-friendly 
environment: the Mongolian People‘s Party 
(MPP) won another resounding victory in 
2020, with a majority mandate for four years. 
Low corporate tax and government royalties 
are the result. The government‘s anti-invest-
ment rules were lifted in 2014. The country 
has untapped and unlimited potential for lithi-
um: no historical exploration in and new, un-
der-explored projects for battery minerals, but 
at the same time a geologically well-equipped 
and high-quality destination or jurisdiction.

Strong analyst coverage

Although ION Energy is still in its infancy, 
three analyst firms – Couloir Capital, Stone-
gate Capital and First Republic Bank – have 
already put out feelers for ION Energy. So far, 
price targets of 88 to 96 Canadian cents per 
share are in play.  

Strong management team

ION Energy has a very strong management 
team that has successfully operated in Mon-
golia for over a decade and has over 100 ye-
ars of combined mining and exploration ex-
perience.
Chairman Matthew Wood is also currently 
Chairman of Steppe Gold. He was also the 
founding Chairman of Avanco Resources 
(sold in March 2018 for AU$440 million) and 
HunnuCoal (sold in 2012 for US$500 million).
CEO Ali Haji is a current Director of Antler Hill 
Mining Ltd and Spirit Banner II Capital Corp. 
he has over 13 years of international experi-
ence in asset management, risk analysis and 
program governance. He is also an advisor to 
ATMA Capital Markets Ltd and Steppe Gold 
and holds a BSc from the University of Wes-
tern Ontario.
Director Bataa Tumur-Ochir is a Mongolian 
national who serves as CEO and Director of 
Steppe Gold. He is an advisor to the Ministry 
of Mines and Heavy Industry, holds a bache-
lor’s degree in Business Administration and a 
Diploma in International Business Administra-
tion and Marketing from Australia and Sin-
gapore.
Director Enkhtuvshin Kishigsuren has over 30 
years of experience in resource projects for 
multinational companies. He has discovered 
several prospective gold, molybdenum and 
copper deposits, including the multi-milli-
on-ounce Olon Ovoot gold deposit.
Consultant Paul Fornazzari has been involved 
in the lithium industry since 2008 when he 
was the initial Chairman of Lithium Americas 
Corp. (currently under mine construction with 
its partner Ganfeng Lithium) and secured the 
initial strategic investments from Mitsubishi 
and Magna International that helped launch 
this world class lithium brine plant. Subse-
quently, he was a director of Neo Lithium 
Corp. (currently in the take-over phase). He 
has been involved in the resource industry for 
many years and has gained insight and expe-
rience in the company formation process th-
rough various directorships and as legal 
counsel.

ION Energy  
Mongolia‘s first lithium developer gets off to an 
immediate start 

ION Energy is a junior Canadian-Mongolian 
mining development company specializing in 
the aggressive development of lithium brine 
projects. The management has a high level of 
experience with resource projects in Mongo-
lia, which is why ION Energy‘s flagship pro-
jects are also located in Mongolia. The com-
pany benefits from a first mover advantage 
and also has the large battery markets of 
Asia right on its doorstep as potential custo-
mers.
 

Baavhai Uul Lithium Brine Project – 
Location and Scope

ION Energy‘s flagship Baavhai Uul project is 
located in southeastern Mongolia, only about 
24 road kilometers from the Chinese border 
and thus from the world‘s largest battery pro-
ducer. The project site covers 81,000 hecta-
res, making it one of the largest approved 
exploration licenses and also the first lithium 
brine license in Mongolia‘s history. The pro-
ject is located in one of Mongolia‘s largest 
and also least explored salars.

Baavhai Uul Lithium Brine Project –  
First Exploration Successes

Baavhai-Uul has high potential for a high-gra-
de lithium brine resource, as drilling has alrea-
dy confirmed. Average lithium grades of 
426ppm (parts per million) were detected di-
rectly at surface. The highest lithium concen-
tration was 810.6ppm. All holes drilled cont-
ained lithium concentrations and also had low 
potassium and magnesium ratios, favouring 
the formation of large crystals at the present 
elevation and sometimes low temperatures. 
The project area is characterized by extre-
mely high evaporation and concurrent low 
precipitation. It is a so-called endorheic ba-
sin, which has no outflow into external water 
bodies or the sea. Furthermore, it contains 
shallow aquifers. Such volcanic and sedi-
mentary rocks from the Cretaceous period 
are the most suitable aquifers for the enrich-

ment of lithium. Another advantage that lithi-
um brine deposits have is that they are chea-
per to extract than hard rock projects. 

Baavhai Uul Lithium Brine Project –  
Current Exploration Work

The Company has recently commenced a 
geophysics program (CSAMT) followed by a 
seismic program. In addition, they have ac-
quired a truck mounted drill rig capable of 
drilling to depths of 20 metres. Initial targets 
were 5 known salars drilled in June and July 
2021, with an initial total of 21 holes drilled for 
a total of 823.2 metres. The collection of core 
samples, sediments and surface brine from 
the aquifers was completed and submitted to 
SGS Laboratories in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 
for analysis of the results which will be evalua-
ted in the coming months.
The drilling program undertaken was initially 
focused on stratigraphic drilling to locate the 
aquifers. Now that these have been located, 
the Company will re-apply hydrogeological 
sampling techniques to ensure that brine 
samples can be collected from specific 
depths using PVC-lined holes without 
cross-contamination with the aquifers or sur-
rounding rocks. All holes will be drilled before 
the end of the year and results will be an-
nounced as soon as they arrive from the labo-
ratories.

Urgakh Naran Lithium Brine 
Project

In February 2021, ION Energy acquired the 
Urgakh Naran Lithium Brine Project, which 
covers approximately 19,000 hectares and is 
located approximately 150 kilometres west-
northwest of Baavhai-Uul. Previous work 
conducted at the project site included an ex-
tensive hydrochemical sampling program of 
identified shallow brine lithium. Although still 
at an early stage, this program has been ext-
remely successful in identifying several tar-
gets for follow-up exploration. ION Energy 

Ali Haji, CEO
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ION Energy intends to be a key player within 
the Asian supply chain hub, which will allow 
Asian manufacturers to obtain the necessary 
lithium for battery manufacturing within their 
own continent.

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

With COP26 behind us, there is no govern-
ment that isn’t putting climate change and the 
Green Revolution at the forefront of their eco-
nomic recovery strategies. We’ve already 
seen this with billions of dollars of electrifica-
tion announcements around the world.
The benchmark index for battery metals is al-
ready more than double in 2021, and with 
current supply chain issues, Asian lithium 
prices are currently hitting records. All of this 
points to the inevitable supply not meeting 
increased demand trends to continue, and 
ION Energy welcomes the opportunity to be 
part of the continental supply chain.

Consultant Don Hains is President of Hains 
Engineering Company Limited and Managing 
Director of Hains Technology Associates. He 
is an industrial mineral exploration and eco-
nomic geologist with more than 30 years of 
experience in the exploration, development, 
exploitation and analysis of industrial mineral 
properties and materials. He has a particular 
focus on critical and energy-related minerals 
such as lithium, working on projects around 
the world, including lithium and other indust-
rial mineral projects in China and Mongolia. 
His lithium experience spans all types of de-
posits, processing routes and stages of pro-
ject development from exploration to plant 
construction. He has authored numerous NI 
43-101 technical and due diligence reports 
on lithium projects in Canada, the United Sta-
tes, South America, Africa, Europe, the Midd-
le East and Asia.
Dr. Khashbat Dashteseren also joined ION 
Energy‘s advisory team in February 2021. Dr. 
Dashteseren is a geologist and scientist with 
extensive experience in the exploration of va-
rious minerals in Mongolia and has worked 
for the Ministry of Urban Development and 
Investment in Mongolia. Dr. Dashteseren was 
also the Chief Geologist at Geolink LLC prior 
to assuming the role of CEO. Subsequently, 
Dr. Dashteseren worked as an exploration 
manager for Resource Partners Group. He 
also spent a significant amount of time rese-
arching laboratory analytical methods for lit-
hium at Akita University in Japan.

Summary: 
The first bullseye could become 
an instant game-changer

The lithium market is currently hot, which is 
impressively proven by the two acquisitions 
of Millennial Lithium and NeoLithium. China in 
particular is desperately looking for attractive 
lithium deposits. Therefore, ION Energy was 
one of the first to recognize the great location 
advantages of Mongolia. Above all, the proxi-
mity to the largest battery market, China, is 
virtually unbeatable. ION Energy‘s manage-
ment team is considered a pioneer in the mi-
ning industry in Mongolia and has been ope-
rating in the country for more than 10 years. 
During that time, they have been able to iden-
tify potentially high-grade lithium deposits 
and ultimately secured the current flagship 
Baavhai-Uul project as well as Urgakh Naran. 
Both projects are so huge that they could 
even host multiple high-grade lithium brine 
deposits. If proof of this is achieved from 
2022, exceedingly low-cost lithium producti-
on could be established, also due to the spe-
cial climatic conditions (high evaporation, 
hardly any precipitation). The company is suf-
ficiently financed for the coming months (in 
March and April 2021, CA$ 5.75 million in 
fresh funds were generated through an over-
subscribed financing) and should provide a 
continuous news flow from exploration activi-
ties in the near future.  

Exclusive interview with Ali Haji, 
CEO of ION Energy 
What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

We recently celebrated our 1-year anniver-
sary of trading on the TSX-V, and our team is 
really proud of what has been achieved in the 
past 12 months. 
Within six months ION Energy had: listed pu-
blicly on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, 
strengthened our team with technical experti-

se and leading industry names, increased our 
access to US investors by upgrading to the 
OTCQB, and acquired an additional licence, 
so that the land mass of our licences reached 
100,000-plus hectares. ION Energy is proud 
to be the first mover and the largest lithium 
explorer in Mongolia!
This exhilarating trajectory continued with 
completing a $5.75 million public offering, af-
ter initially announcing a $3 million placement 

and receiving unprecedented demand from 
institutional investors. Through this, ION 
Energy was able to ensure that our explorati-
on activities have been fully funded for 2021.
This summer we completed the maiden dril-
ling program at our flagship Baavhai Uul Lithi-
um Brine project, and recently announced the 
commencement of our maiden exploration 
program at our Urgakh Naran Lithium Brine 
project.

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Now that our team has achieved the key 
foundational pieces of our aggressive growth 
strategy, we are now entering the most im-
portant phase for ION Energy: proving that 
we have what we say we have.
We expect sampling at both, Baavhai Uul and 
Urgakh Naran, to be completed by early 2022 
to reach an early resource indication which 
will give a clear understanding of the resource 
and chemistry. We will also engage with stra-
tegic partners, ideally already known within 
the EV and battery metals mining value chain, 
and we hope to leverage their intellectual ca-
pital to better understand the profile of our 
assets. 

ISIN: CA4620481099
WKN:  A2QCU0
FRA:  5YB
TSXV:  ION

Shares outstanding: 60.2 million
Options: 3.7 m
Warrants: 20.6 m
Fully diluted: 84.5 million

Contact:
ION Energy Ltd.
90 Adelaide Street West, Suite 400, 
Toronto, Ontario, M5H3V9, Kanada

Telefon: +1-647-951-6508

info@ionenergy.ca
www.ionenergy.ca

ION Energy Ltd.
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Kutcho Copper 
Top project, top partner and top feasibility study 

Kutcho Copper is a Canadian mining develop-
ment company that specializes in developing 
high-grade copper deposits in British Colum-
bia. There, the company was able to secure 
the eponymous Kutcho Copper project, 
which not only hosts a resource, but already 
an appealing reserve. A fresh feasibility study 
has already come to an extremely positive 
conclusion and taken a lot of risk off the pro-
ject. Kutcho is thus already very far advanced 
and could soon attract potential takeover bid-
ders. The company already has a strong de-
velopment partner in Wheaton Precious Me-
tals.  

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Location and Infrastructure

The flagship Kutcho project is located appro-
ximately 100 kilometres east of Dease Lake in 
northern British Columbia and consists of a 
mining lease and 46 mineral exploration 
claims covering an area of approximately 

17,060 hectares. The site is accessible by a 
900-metre gravel runway for small aircraft 
located 10 kilometres from the deposit and a 
100-kilometre seasonal road from Dease 
Lake suitable for tracked and light duty ve-
hicles. A deep-water port is located in Ste-
wart, approximately 400 kilometres from Dea-
se Lake. Existing infrastructure has been gre-
atly improved over the past 10 years with 
numerous infrastructure improvements. 
Among other things, Highway 37 runs th-
rough northern British Columbia.

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Geology and Mineralization

The Kutcho Copper Project lies within the 
King Salmon Allochthon, a narrow belt of Per-
mo-Triassic island arc volcanic rocks and 
Jurassic sediments that lies between two 
north-dipping overthrust folds: the Nahlin 
fault to the north and the King Salmon fault to 
the south. The belt of volcanic rocks is thi-

(Source: Kutcho Copper)

ckest in the area where it hosts the VMS de-
posits, due in part to primary deposition but 
also to stratigraphic repetition by folding and 
possibly overthrusting. The volcanic rocks are 
folded, and triple repeat the mineralized hori-
zon on the project, including the deposit. The 
massive sulphide deposits are oriented east-
west and dip 15° to the west.
Mineralization comprises three known „Kuro-
ko-type“ VMS deposits aligned on a west-dip-
ping linear trend. The largest, the Main depo-
sit, comes to surface at the eastern end, follo-
wed by Sumac at depth and Esso at the 
western end, which occurs at a depth of 
approximately 400 metres below surface. 
„Kuroko-type“ VMS deposits are typically as-
sociated with felsic volcanism in island arc or 
back-arc tectonic settings. The characteri-
stics of Kutcho-type deposits indicate that 
they formed at or near the water-soil interface 
in a structurally controlled depression, for ex-
ample, in a „half-graben“ type structure. The 
chemical composition of the alteration around 
the Kutcho deposits is well zoned around the 
hydrothermal vent zones. Mineralization con-
sists of a pyritic footwall with zoned copper 
and zinc towards a sharp hanging wall cont-
act.
 

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Reserves and Resources

The Kutcho Copper Project already has a 
high-calibre reserve and resource base, main-
ly from the Main Zone. A 2017 estimate indi-
cated a potential reserve of 10.4 million ton-
nes averaging 2.01% copper, 3.19% zinc, 
34.61g/t silver and 0.37g/t gold.
The most recent resource estimate to date, 
from September 2021, produced measured 
and indicated resources of 22.8 million ton-
nes averaging 1.52% copper, 2.18% zinc for 
765 million pounds of copper, 1.1 billion 
pounds of zinc, plus 288,000 ounces of gold 
and 20.6 million ounces of silver. In addition, 
there are inferred resources of 12.9 million 
tonnes averaging 1.10% copper and 1.58% 
zinc plus gold, silver and lead. 

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Exploration Potential

The Kutcho Copper Project has great explo-
ration potential. 
The Main-Sumac Gap identifies a 400-met-
re-wide gap between the Main and Sumac 
lenses that has not yet been drill tested. A 
conductive geophysical anomaly coincides 
with this area and is 360 metres long. The 
easternmost hole, which intersected the Su-
mac lens and is located on the western edge 
of the gap, returned 5.12 metres at 1.29% 
copper, 0.49% zinc and 7g/t silver.
The Footwall Zone is stratigraphically below 
the Main Zone and represents a stacked mas-
sive sulphide horizon open in all directions. 
The last hole drilled to the east and down dip 
intersected 1.5 metres of 3.54% copper, 
6.94% zinc, 316.9g/t silver and 1.47g/t gold.
MCF is located at the eastern end of the  
main deposit and coincides with a conductive 
VTEM geophysical anomaly and a copper-zinc 
soil anomaly. Three historic drill holes returned 
approximately 35 metres of semi-massive sul-
phide, while one hole intersected long interva-
ls of strongly altered lapilli tuff with 2-8% pyri-
te, traces of chalcopyrite and sphalerite.
Overall, 36% of the Main Zone, 50% of the 
Esso Zone and 100% of Sumac remain open 
down dip and outside of the current resource 
model. 
In addition to the nearby Main Zone deposits, 
the project area hosts a number of other 
greenfield targets that remain to be explored. 
These include the so-called IRJ Northwest, 
which was first identified as a conductor in a 
ground-based survey in 1990 and tested with 
two drill holes. The holes intersected strongly 
altered and weakly copper mineralized inter-
vals as well as a thick sequence of altered 
lapilli and ash. The size and strength of altera-
tion in both holes indicates a prospective tar-
get down dip from previous drilling. 
In the IRJ Northeast area, three holes drilled 
in 1990 returned massive to semi-massive 
sulphide layers up to 1 metre wide associated 
with clayey material. One of the holes re-
turned approximately 3 metres of what is 

Vince Sorace, CEO
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What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

Ω We have announced Multiple feasibility 
updates

Ω We have announced the buy back of one 
of the royalties on the project including 
termination of a historical ROFR on the 
offtake

Ω We have announced an updated resource 
estimate containing 22.8 mt in M&I gra-
ding 2.25% CuEq representing over 1.1 
billion pounds of copper

Ω We announced commencement of negoti-
ations of economic participation agree-
ments with First Nations   

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

Ω We are planning for a big exploration (re-
source expansion) program in 2022, and 
continue working on completion of per-
mitting towards production     

ISIN: CA5013771053
WKN:  A2JAMG
FRA:  1QV
TSX-V:  KC

Shares outstanding: 98.2 million
Options: 8.5 million
Warrants: 15.3 million
Fully diluted: 122.0 million

Contact:
Kutcho Copper Corp.
1030 West Georgia St. - Suite 717
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6E 2Y3

Phone: +1-604-628-5623

info@kutcho.ca
www.kutcho.ca

Kutcho Copper Corp.

known as a stringer zone averaging 20% py-
rite containing some massive bands and re-
turned 7.3 metres at 0.27% copper with a 
high sample of 0.45% copper. The geochemi-
cal trends indicate that the hydrothermal vent 
area is located further east and target acqui-
sition should focus on this vector. In addition, 
there are several other promising target areas.
In October 2021, Kutcho Copper indicated 
that there are several open pit and under-
ground targets at the Main, Sumac and Esso 
deposits that have the potential to expand the 
open pit and underground mineral resources 
beyond those being considered for inclusion 
in the Feasibility Study.

Kutcho Copper Project – 
Feasibility Study

In November 2021, Kutcho Copper published 
a positive feasibility study for the Kutcho 
Copper Project. The study was based on a 
copper price of US$3.50 per pound and a 
zinc price of US$1.15 per pound. A producti-
on capacity of 4,500 tonnes per day (tpd) and 
a production capacity of 3,900 tpd resulted in 
an after-tax NPV 7% of CA$461 million and 
an after-tax IRR of 25%. Initial capital costs 
were estimated at CA$483 million and all-in 
sustaining costs at US$1.80 per pound of 
copper equivalent. With an estimated mine 
life of 8 years and a production life of 10.75 
years, there would be an after-tax cash flow 
of CA$841 million. The payback period was 
calculated to be 3.4 years.
Assuming current prices of US$4.50 per 
pound of copper and US$1.57 per pound of 
zinc, this would result in an after-tax NPV of 
CA$931 million and an IRR of 41%.

Development deal with Wheaton 
Precious Metals

To rapidly develop the Kutcho Copper Pro-
ject, Kutcho Copper was able to enter into a 
US$100 million development deal with silver-
streaming company Wheaton Precious Me-
tals. As part of its 2017 acquisition of the Kut-
cho Project from Capstone Mining, Kutcho 
Copper, still under its former name Desert 

Star, received a commitment from Wheaton 
Precious Metals to receive up to US$100 mil-
lion in total. In return, Wheaton Precious Me-
tals is entitled to acquire 100% of the silver 
and gold production from the Kutcho Project 
until 5.6 million ounces of silver and 51,000 
ounces of gold have been delivered, at which 
time the interest will decrease to 66.67% of 
silver and gold production for the life of mine. 
Wheaton Precious Metals will make an ongo-
ing cash payment equal to 20% of the res-
pective spot price of silver and gold for each 
ounce delivered under the agreement. Since 
entering into the agreement, Wheaton Preci-
ous Metals has committed US$7 million to 
fund the feasibility study. A further US$58 mil-
lion has been paid to develop the project. 
Kutcho Copper will receive up to US$20 milli-
on more if it expands to a 4,500 tpd operati-
on. Further, Kutcho Copper executed a CA$4 
million financing with Wheaton Precious Me-
tals in December 2017. Kutcho Copper also 
received a CA$20 million loan from Wheaton 
Precious Metals. 
It is important to note that only about 8% of 
the estimated project revenues are affected 
by the stream. 61% of the planned generated 
revenues are attributed to copper, 31% to 
zinc, 5% to silver and 3% to gold in the future.

Summary: 
Feasibility study convinces

Kutcho Copper already has an attractive re-
source base at its copper project of the same 
name, although the site has yet to reveal its 
vast resource potential. Several potentially 
high-calibre exploration areas are waiting to 
be explored. The recent positive feasibility 
study could take a lot of risk off the project 
and could possibly attract other interested 
parties besides top development partner 
Wheaton Precious Metals to what is arguably 
one of the most exciting copper-zinc projects 
in the world. In June 2021, Kutcho Copper 
was able to generate CA$4.1 million in fresh 
capital via a financing. Furthermore, in July 
2021, the company announced that it had 
started negotiations on economic participati-
on agreements with the two affected First Na-
tions, Kaska and Tahltan.

Exclusive interview with Vince Sorace, 
CEO of Kutcho Copper  

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

Ω We are amidst a “Green revolution” and 
decarbonization which will be a major 
contributor to copper’s increased demand 
in the EV industry, renewable energy and 
technologies. 

Ω The Copper industry is in a paradox right 
now. We have seen miners’ costs increa-
sing exponentially, grade curves declining 
significantly, and very few new mines co-
ming online – big copper mines can take 
20 years by the time they are discovered, 
permitted and built.
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the Company is also conducting a two-pron-
ged test program for the conversion of lithium 
chloride to lithium carbonate. 
The Company‘s large-scale lithium carbonate 
SiFT crystallization pilot plant, which had 
been operating successfully since mid-July 
2020, has also now arrived in El Dorado.  This 
uses a lithium chloride solution produced at 
the Company‘s mini-pilot direct lithium ext-
raction plant. The SiFT plant has produced 
high purity lithium carbonate crystals from 
this lithium chloride. In the process, they most 
recently managed to successfully convert lit-
hium chloride produced in Arkansas into 
99.985% pure lithium carbonate.

South-West Arkansas Lithium 
Project – Acquisition, Location 
and Resource

In 2018, Standard Lithium entered into an op-
tion agreement with TETRA Technologies to 
acquire exploration rights in the Smackover 
Formation in Arkansas. This is 36,172 acres 
of brine licenses in one of the most highly 
productive brine producing regions in 
southern Arkansas. Annual brine production 

pared to thousands of hectares, and all lithi-
um-free brine is returned to the aquifer. The 
proven bolt-on process utilizes the approved 
infrastructure of the largest brine processing 
facilities in North America, which is why im-
plementation can occur relatively quickly. 
SiFT is a continuous crystallization process 
controlled by artificial intelligence to produce 
Li2CO3 of the highest purity of over 99.9% for 
next generation lithium-ion batteries.

Arkansas Smackover Lithium 
Project – commercial scale pilot 
plant + conversion process + 
successful production of high 
purity lithium carbonate 

The company‘s world‘s first Direct Lithium 
Extraction Demonstration Plant is installed at 
LANXESS‘ South Plant near El Dorado, Ark-
ansas. The demonstration plant utilizes LiSTR 
technology and is designed to continuously 
process an input brine flow of 50 gallons per 
minute from the LANXESS South Plant, which 
equates to an annual production of 100-150 
tons of lithium carbonate. 
To further de-risk the South Arkansas project, 

XESS, revealed in June 2019 that it has at 
least 3.140 million metric tonnes of lithium 
carbonate equivalent in the indicated cate-
gory. 

Arkansas Smackover Lithium 
Project – PEA

Also in June 2019, Standard Lithium released 
a preliminary economic assessment (PEA) for 
the Arkansas Smackover Lithium Project. 
This identified a pre-tax net present value 
(NPV) of US$1.3 billion at a discount rate of 
8% and a pre-tax IRR of 42%.
Total capital costs have been estimated at 
US$437 million, including a 25% buffer on 
both direct and indirect capital costs. The 
mine life is 25 years, with production of 
20,900 tonnes battery grade lithium carbona-
te per year when all three plants are operating 
(production ramped up to full capacity over 5 
years). Non-optimized reagent cost per ton of 
lithium carbonate was determined to be 
US$3,107. All-in operating costs, including all 
direct and indirect costs, working capital, in-
surance and mine closure costs are estima-
ted at US$4,319 per tonne of lithium carbona-
te.

Arkansas Smackover Lithium 
Project – Proprietary Patent Pen-
ding Technologies

Standard Lithium plans to use two of its own 
patent-pending extraction technologies. The 
direct lithium extraction LiSTR (abbreviation 
for Lithium Stirred Tank Reactor) and the lithi-
um carbonate crystallization SiFT. With LiS-
TR, lithium ions are selectively extracted from 
raw brine, which means that no pre-concent-
ration is necessary. The technology can be 
used regardless of weather conditions and 
guarantees a very fast production within 
hours instead of months as is the case with 
„normal“ evaporation operations.  This results 
in a much smaller environmental footprint, as 
only a few dozen hectares are required com-

Standard Lithium is a Canadian mining de-
velopment company that specializes in the 
development of high-grade lithium deposits 
in the USA. In doing so, the company increa-
singly relies on new technologies to extract 
lithium in a relatively environmentally friendly 
way, which shortens the corresponding per-
mitting processes and thus provides the 
company with an additional time advantage. 
Standard Lithium‘s proprietary technologies 
for direct lithium extraction and AI-assisted 
lithium crystallization are key to the develop-
ment of a globally significant domestic critical 
mineral resource in the US. It also recently 
closed a deal to develop an efficient CO

2 ext-
raction process and a US$100 million finan-
cing package. 

Arkansas Smackover Lithium 
Project – Cooperation with 
LANXESS

Standard Lithium has had a collaboration 
with LANXESS Corporation (Bayer spin-out) 
since 2018, with the goal of testing and pro-
ving the economic viability of extracting lithi-
um from tail-brine in the U.S. state of Arkan-
sas, produced by LANXESS‘ bromine extrac-
tion business at its three plants in southern 
Arkansas. LANXESS‘ operations in southern 
Arkansas cover 150,000 acres that include 
10,000 brine leases. LANXESS extracts brine 
from wells located throughout the region, and 
the brine is transported through a network of 
250 miles of pipelines to three facilities where 
the brine is processed for bromine recovery, 
with the final brine then reinjected into the 
aquifer. The three bromine extraction plants 
employ about 500 people, have been in ope-
ration for nearly five decades, and produce 
about 5.3 billion gallons of brine annually.

Arkansas Smackover Lithium 
Project – Resource Estimate

The latest resource estimate for the project 
area, developed in conjunction with LAN-

Standard Lithium 
Innovative Lithium Mining and CO2 Extraction

Robert Mintak, CEO

Standard Lithium's proprietary LiSTR direct 

extraction technology is key to developing 

the U.S. resource.

(Source: Standard Lithium).
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age lithium content of 146mg/L. After four 
weeks, the lithium content concentrated to an 
average of 686mg/L only due to passive 
evaporation. In 2018, Standard Lithium con-
ducted a large-scale gravity geophysical  
survey in the Cadiz Dry Lake area which con-
cluded that it was a backfilled basin with a 
maximum depth of 700 metres.

Summary: More full throttle is not 
possible

Standard Lithium has demonstrated two se-
parate crystallization flowsheets capable of 
converting lithium chloride from the Smacko-
ver formation brine into high purity battery 
grade lithium carbonate. As the Company 
continues to move towards commercializati-
on, the successful demonstration of alternati-
ve technologies in key areas of the flowsheet 
enables a reduction in project execution risk 
and provides greater flexibility with respect to 
the final flowsheet that will be deployed at 
commercial scale. The collaboration with ma-
jor partner LANXESS is expected to quickly 

elevate Standard Lithium into entirely diffe-
rent realms. At the latest when the commerci-
al phase of the joint venture is underway. 
Together with the second project in Arkansas, 
Standard Lithium has more than 4 million me-
tric tons of lithium carbonate equivalent in the 
Arkansas Smackover. This is the largest lithi-
um brine deposit in the United States. This is 
so special because the US classifies lithium 
as a particularly critical and strategic metal 
and is focused on being as independent as 
possible from corresponding imports. There-
fore, Standard Lithium holds all the aces and 
could soon be targeted by one of the big 
players in the industry. The listing on the 
NYSE and the inclusion in the VanEck Vectors 
Rare Earth/Strategic Metals ETF provided ad-
ditional attention among investors. The block-
buster deal for a direct US$100 million finan-
cing with Koch Investments brings the com-
pany a lot of cash that can be used to develop 
lithium production.

Standard Lithium Ltd.ISIN: CA8536061010
WKN:  A2DJQP
FRA:  S5L
TSX-V:  SLL

Shares outstanding: 141.2 million
Options/Warrants: 23.6 million
Fully diluted: 164.8 million

Contact: 
Standard Lithium Ltd.
375 Water Street - Suite 110
Vancouver, BC V6B 5C6, Canada 

Phone: +1-604-259-2963

info@standardlithium.com
www.standardlithium.com

in Arkansas averaged 42.6 million cubic yards 
from 2010 to 2016. Well-developed infra-
structure and low-risk, well-established geo-
logy make the project a company-maker. In 
October 2021, the most recent resource esti-
mate to date for the South-West Arkansas 
Lithium Project was presented. According to 
this estimate, the project has at least 1.195 
million metric tons of lithium carbonate equi-
valent in the inferred category. 

South-West Arkansas Lithium 
Project – PEA

Also in October 2021, Standard Lithium relea-
sed a PEA for the project. The estimate is ba-
sed on a 20-year mine life with an average 
production of 30,000 tonnes of battery grade 
lithium hydroxide monohydrate per year. 
Operating costs were estimated at US$2,599 
per tonne of lithium hydroxide and total capi-
tal costs at US$870 million. This results in a 
net present value (NPV 8%) of US$1.97 billion 
and an after-tax return on investment (IRR) of 
32.1%.

Arkansas Carbon Capture Project

In September 2021, Standard Lithium an-
nounced that it will conduct a pilot project in 
southern Arkansas to test a novel carbon 
capture technology. The pilot project will be 
conducted in collaboration with the owner of 
the technology, Aqualung Carbon Capture 
AS, and will be installed at a natural gas pro-
cessing facility in southern Arkansas owned 
and operated by Mission Creek Resources 
LLC. Aqualung is the sole licensee of the pa-
tent-protected technology, which was de-
veloped by the Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology. The technology is 
based on a membrane system that selectively 
extracts CO2 from a wide range of CO2 sour-
ces emitted by hydrocarbon burning energy 
sources. This produces a high purity CO2 gas 
stream that can either be captured or reused. 
The technology has been successfully tested 

in Europe, where it has been shown to effec-
tively extract CO2 from carbon gas streams. 
The pilot project will be located at Mission 
Creek‘s Dorcheat Macedonia facility and will 
receive an exhaust gas stream for processing 
at the Aqualung pilot plant. The resulting con-
centrated CO2 stream will be used in Stan-
dard Lithium‘s ongoing activities to explore 
the use of CO2 from southern Arkansas for 
process and reagent optimization.

Bristol Lake Lithium Project 

Standard Lithium‘s second prospective pro-
ject is called Bristol Lake and is located in the 
Mojave region of San Bernadino County, near 
the town of Amboy in southeastern California. 
Amboy is located on old Route 66, near the 
current Interstate Highway 40, and is 200 ki-
lometers from Las Vegas and about 330 kilo-
meters from the Port of Los Angeles. There is 
also an active railroad line within 5 kilometers. 
Through several acquisitions, Standard Lithi-
um has secured a total of over 45,000 acres 
of license area within the Bristol Lake area 
and Cadiz Dry Lake, 20 kilometres away. Bris-
tol Lake is a classic salt lake with significant 
lithium content, but was not previously part of 
the production strategy. Historical drilling by 
the United States Geological Survey encoun-
tered 110 mg/L lithium in corresponding bri-
nes. Within the Cadiz Dry Lake, lithium gra-
des between 112 and 139mg/L have been 
detected in corresponding sampling. The fact 
that chloride has been mined there for over 
100 years makes Bristol Lake one of the most 
infrastructurally developed projects in North 
America. At the same time, the project has a 
high exploration potential for the raw material 
lithium. After all, up to now only chloride has 
been mined by the previous producers, while 
the significant lithium content has not been 
considered at all. This results in not only a 
high exploration potential but also a high pro-
duction potential for lithium and possible 
by-products. Standard Lithium has already 
carried out evaporation tests there. It turned 
out that the brine originally contained an aver-
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Surge Copper 
Around 7 billion pounds of copper equivalent under 
one hat and real experts at work

mine life is 12 years, and the payback period 
is 1 year. The basis was the assumption that 
Ootsa can be exploited by contract mining 
and toll milling in the Huckleberry Mill, which 
is why the initial capital costs – for this type 
of mine – would be a measly CA$64 million. 

At present, all assumed raw material prices 
are in part far above those from the PEA, 
which is why the economic viability of the 
project can currently be assessed as even 
better.

 
Ootsa – Current work and 
catalysts

Surge Copper‘s current focus is clearly on 
expanding resources and improving econo-
mics. Additional drilling outside the current 
resource area has the potential to significant-
ly increase tonnage. The target is a large pit 
covering the deeper high-grade area at West 
Seel. In addition, the newly formed manage-
ment sees increased potential for a higher 
grade, lower strip ratio extension. The co-
ming weeks and months should be domina-
ted by drill results, an update on the resource 
estimate and metallurgical optimization. In 
addition, the Company will evaluate the ex-
tent to which the recently acquired Berg Pro-
ject will have a positive synergistic effect on 
the data at hand.

num mineralization. This mineralization cont-
ains pyrite, chalcopyrite and molybdenite 
occurring in hornfelsic sedimentary rocks 
near the western margin of a granodiorite 
porphyry deposit. There, the Company en-
countered 359.4 metres at 0.41% copper 
equivalent and 227.7 metres at 0.53% cop-
per equivalent, among others. In the summer 
of 2021, Surge Copper conducted minor dril-
ling there to test several targets.

For all three advanced deposits combined, 
Surge Copper last published a resource esti-
mate in early 2016 based on over 350 drill 
holes totaling 144,000 metres of drilling. Ac-
cording to this, Ootsa has a total of 1.109 
billion pounds of copper, 1.062 million oun-
ces of gold, 104 million pounds of molybde-
num and 20.457 million ounces of silver wit-
hin these deposits alone. Converted, this 
equates to approximately 1.85 billion pounds 
of copper equivalent. All drilling conducted 
after 2016 is not included in this estimate. 
The Company plans to prepare a new resour-
ce estimate by the end of 2021.   

In addition, Ootsa has at least 7 other potenti-
ally high grade deposits that have already pro-
duced some high grades. For example, Troit-
sa Peak, where historical sampling has pro-
duced up to 41g/t gold and 9,238g/t silver, or 
the Hope Prospect, which has historically pro-
duced up to 6.3% copper and 1,305g/t silver 
in a 700 metre by 50 metre area.

Ootsa – PEA

A PEA also dates from 2016. This was based 
on – from today‘s perspective – extremely 
conservative commodity prices of US$3.00 
per pound of copper, US$1,260 per ounce of 
gold, US$10.30 per pound of molybdenum 
and US$17 per ounce of silver. In addition, 
only about one-third of the total resource 
was factored in. The result was an after-tax 
net present value (NPV/5% discount) of 
CA$186 million and an internal rate of return 
(IRR) of a sensational 81%. Accordingly, the 

May to November. However, the relatively 
mild climate allows for year-round explorati-
on activity.

Ootsa – geology and resource

Ootsa hosts at least three advanced cop-
per-gold-molybdenum-silver porphyry depo-
sits located in the northeast portion of the 
project area. 

The East and West Seel deposits represent 
two distinct styles of porphyry mineralization 
that form a large contiguous mineralized 
zone. The deposits are located in a gently 
dipping area of confined bedrock, only about 
6 kilometres from the Huckleberry Mill. The 
East Seel deposit is a smaller, higher grade 
mineralized zone containing copper-gold mi-
neralization associated with quartz-magneti-
te-chalcopyrite veins. The West Seel deposit 
is a large zone of copper-gold-molybden-
um-silver mineralization associated with 
quartz-pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite-molybdenite 
veins that extends from surface to a depth of 
over 1,000 metres and is not yet fully delinea-
ted. Both deposits have high tonnage and 
copper mineralization, some of which ex-
tends for several hundred metres. For ex-
ample, in the East Seel area, Surge Copper 
has proven 238 metres of 0.73% copper 
equivalent and 186 metres of 0.78% copper 
equivalent. In the West Seel area, intersec-
tions included 817 metres of 0.45% copper 
equivalent, 1,013 metres of 0.42% copper 
equivalent, 830 metres of 0.38% copper 
equivalent, 432 metres of 0.61% copper 
equivalent, as well as 585 metres of 0.57% 
copper equivalent, 495 metres of 0.54% 
copper equivalent and 194 metres of 0.76% 
copper equivalent. In total, Surge Copper 
drilled 24,000 metres at Ootsa in 2021.

The third advanced deposit is called Ox and 
is located approximately 4 kilometres north-
east of East and West Seel and contains a 
crescent-shaped zone of disseminated and 
vein-controlled porphyritic copper-molybde-

Surge Copper is a Canadian mining develop-
ment company specializing in the develop-
ment of high-grade copper deposits in Bri-
tish Columbia. There, they hold majority sta-
kes in two copper projects that are directly 
adjacent to each other and cover a total of 
around 122,000 hectares. The entire area is 
rich in copper, molybdenum, gold and silver 
and is also well developed in terms of infra-
structure. Surge Copper is working aggressi-
vely to further increase the already very large 
resource base. 

Ootsa – 
Location and infrastructure

The Ootsa project, which is 100% owned by 
Surge Copper, is located approximately 120 
kilometres south of the city of Houston, Bri-
tish Columbia and has good all-weather road 
access. The claims, totaling approximately 
87,000 hectares, contain a network of log-
ging roads that provide excellent road ac-
cess through the central and eastern por-
tions of the claim block. Ootsa is bordered to 
the north by the Huckleberry mine and mill 
complex, which is owned by Imperial Metals 
Corporation, is currently in care and main-
tenance status and hosts only minor remai-
ning reserves. Ootsa has a 35-man explorati-
on camp that is typically operational from 

Leif Nilsson, CEO

Surge Copper sucessfully consolidated 

the Ootsa and Berg Copper Projects in 

British Columbia.

(Source: Surge Copper)).

Ootsa exploration camp

(Source: Surge Copper)
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Berg – 
acquisition and location

In December 2020, Surge Copper announ-
ced that it had entered into a definitive option 
agreement with Thompson Creek Metals 
Company Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Centerra Gold Inc, giving Surge Copper the 
right to earn a 70% interest in the Berg cop-
per-molybdenum-silver project. This requires 
Surge Copper to transfer CA$5 million worth 
of common shares and make capital expen-
ditures of CA$8 million over 5 years. Berg 
hosts a large porphyry copper-molybden-
um-silver deposit located approximately 28 
kilometres northwest of Ootsa. Berg totals 
34,798 hectares is directly adjacent to Ootsa 
and was expanded again in April 2021 to in-
clude the Bergette Claims in the eastern area 
and the Sylvia Claims in September 2021. 

Berg – Resource

Berg hosts several near-surface and high- 
grade zones potentially suitable for low-grade 
mining. Historical metallurgical studies indi-
cate suitability for conventional flowsheets 
for the production of copper and molybden-
um concentrates. Some of the existing dril-
ling, which includes 176 metres at 0.75% 
copper equivalent and 63 metres at 1.44% 
copper equivalent, is widely spaced. In addi-
tion, the main deposit remains open at depth 
and radially outward.

In March 2021, Surge Copper released a re-
source estimate that truly had it all. So, Berg 
has 3.65 billion pounds of copper, 419 million 
pounds of molybdenum, and 59.1 million 
ounces of silver in the measured and indica-
ted categories. In total, this equates to 5.126 
billion pounds of copper equivalent.  

Berg – 
Current work and catalysts

In 2021, the access road to the Berg camp 
was expanded, making Berg accessible to 
heavy vehicles for the first time in 10 years. 
Another important item is the review of exis-

ting drill core and drill core waste for preci-
ous metals, as approximately half of the his-
torical drilling has not assayed for silver and 
none at all for gold. This should better define 
the higher-grade zones and reveal the best 
geochemical and geophysical anomalies. In 
September 2021, Surge Copper launched a 
drilling campaign that is expected to include 
15 holes totaling 4,500 metres. The objecti-
ves of the program include upgrading the drill 
hole database, including orientation surveys 
and full geochemical analysis data, impro-
ving the understanding of structural influen-
ces on mineralization, and improving drill 
hole density in the high-grade areas of the 
deposit.

Summary: 
News flow guaranteed by drilling

Nearly 7 billion pounds of copper equivalent, 
with above average grades, including over 
one million ounces of gold alone. Two huge 
project areas, contiguous and including an 
inactive but reactivatable processing plant 
on two sides. A PEA that is no longer quite so 
recent, but which delivered very good re-
sults, and at commodity prices that are in 
some cases far below current ones, and 
which included only a fraction of the resour-
ces of the much smaller deposit. An explora-
tion potential that is not only based on pos-
sible additional deposits, but also on the fact 
that the re-evaluation of historical drill cores 
alone could give an additional boost in terms 
of the by-products. A new resource estimate 
for Ootsa, incorporating all drill results from 
2020 and 2021, to be completed by the end 
of the year. A newly formed management 
team that has already impressively demons-
trated in the past that it can both land large 
new discoveries and fund large sums of mo-
ney. All of this, combined with a rapidly in-
creasing demand for copper and silver in the 
foreseeable future, makes for an explosive 
mix that could catapult Surge Copper into 
entirely different price spheres. Thanks to a 
well oversubscribed CA$14 million financing 
in June 2021, Surge Copper is adequately 
funded for the extensive exploration activi-
ties ahead.

ce our regional target drilling program which 
will benefit from the newly acquired geophysi-
cal data, and to advance some engineering 
programs on both the Ootsa and Berg pro-
jects. The most important catalyst to come out 
of that work will likely be the resource update 
or any major new discoveries that result from 
our district scale exploration activity.

How do you see the current situation on the 
market for battery metals?

The market feels incredibly well positioned 
right now. Some of the present price action in 
the electrification metals may be influenced 
by global supply chain issues that are affec-
ting every sector, but the long-term supply 
and demand outlook is excellent and should 
put very solid support into prices for copper, 
nickel, and other key metals. The M&A mar-
kets have also started to heat up in the se-
cond half of the year, showing that many of 
the world’s major mining companies are look-
ing to reposition their portfolios to increase 
exposure to these metals. This is a trend that 
has decades left to run. It is very exciting to 
be advancing a high-quality asset base in 
these market conditions.

What have you and your company achieved 
in the past 12 months?

The last year has been one of the busiest pe-
riods in the company’s history. We have rai-
sed about C$20 million in new equity capital, 
completed several transactions to success-
fully consolidate a 1,200 square kilometre 
land package surrounding the idled Huckle-
berry mine and mill, commissioned the first 
ever deep imaging airborne geophysical sur-
vey over the district, and completed one of 
the largest drill programs in the company’s 
history across two separate project areas. We 
have also made several important appoint-
ments to the company’s board and manage-
ment team over the last twelve months, so it 
is a new team with a deep skill set that is wor-
king to advance these assets.

What are the most important company cata-
lysts for the next 6 to 12 months?

As we look forward over the next 6 to 12 
months, our focus is turning to a few new prio-
rities which are to update the resource estima-
te at our Seel deposit which has seen the ma-
jority of the drilling over the last year, to advan-
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